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Abstract
Complete unitarity is a natural condition on a CFT-type regular VOA which
ensures that its modular tensor category is unitary. In this paper we show that
any CFT-type unitary (conformal) extension U of a completely unitary VOA V
is completely unitary. Our method is to relate U with a Q-system AU in the C˚-
tensor category RepupV q of unitary V -modules. We also update the main result of
[KO02] to the unitary cases by showing that the tensor category RepupUq of unitary
U -modules is equivalent to the tensor category RepupAU q of unitary AU -modules
as unitary modular tensor categories.
As an application, we obtain infinitely many new (regular and) completely
unitary VOAs including all CFT-type c ă 1 unitary VOAs. We also show that the
latter are in one to one correspondence with the (irreducible) conformal nets of the
same central charge c, the classification of which is given by [KL04].
0 Introduction
This is the first part in a series of papers to study the relations between unitary ver-
tex operator algebra (VOA) extensions and conformal net extensions. We will always
focus on rational conformal field theories, so our VOAs are assumed to be CFT-type,
self-dual, and regular, so that the categories of VOA modules are modular tensor cat-
egories (MTCs).
Although both unitary VOAs and conformal nets are mathematical formulations of
unitary chiral CFTs, they are defined and studied in rather different ways, with the for-
mer being more algebraic and geometric, and the latter mainly functional analytic. A
systematic study to relate these two approaches was initiated by Carpi-Kawahigashi-
Longo-Weiner [CKLW18] and followed by [Ten19a, Ten18b, Gui18, Ten19b, CW,
CWX], etc. In these works the methods of relating the two approaches are transcen-
dental and have a lot of analytic subtleties. Due to these subtleties, certain models
(such as unitary Virasoro VOAs, and unitary affine VOAs especially of type A) are
easier to analyze than the others. On the other hand, when studying the extensions
and conformal inclusions of chiral CFTs, the main tools in the two approaches are quite
similar: both are (commutative) associative algebras in a tensor category C (called C-
algebras); see [KO02, HKL15, CKM17] for VOA extensions, and [LR95, KL04, BKLR15]
for conformal net extensions; see also [FRS02, FS03] for the general notion of algebra
objects inside a tensor category. In this and the following papers, we will see that C-
algebras are also powerful tools for relating unitary VOA extensions and conformal
net extensions in the above mentioned systematic and transcendental settings.
There is, however, one important difference between the C-algebras used in the two
approaches: for conformal net extensions the C-algebras are unitary. Unitarity is an
essential property for conformal nets and operator algebras but not quite necessary for
VOAs. However, it is impossible to relate VOAs and conformal nets without adding
unitary structures on VOAs (and their representation categories). This point is already
clear in [Gui18], where we have seen that to relate the tensor categories of VOAs and
conformal nets, one has to first make the VOA tensor categories unitary.
In this paper our main goal is to relate the C˚-tensor categories of unitary VOA
extensions with those of unitary C-algebras (also called C˚-Frobenius algebras or (un-
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der slightly stronger condition) Q-systems [Lon94]). As applications, we prove many
important unitary properties of VOA extensions, the most important of which are the
complete unitarity of VOAs as defined below.
Complete unitarity of unitary VOA extensions
A CFT-type regular VOA V is called completely unitary if the following conditions
are satisfied.
• V is unitary [DL14], which means roughly that V is equipped with an inner prod-
uct and an antiunitary antiautomorphism Θ which relates the vertex operators
of V to their adjoints.
• Any V -module admits a unitary structure. Since V -modules are semisimple, it
suffices to assume the unitarizability of irreducible V -modules.
• For any irreducible unitary V -modules Wi,Wj,Wk, the non-degenerate invariant
sesquilinear form Λ introduced in [Gui19b] and defined on the dual vector space
of type
`
k
i j
˘
intertwining operators of V is positive.
The importance of complete unitarity lies in the following theorem.
Theorem 0.1 ([Gui19b] theorem 7.9). If V is a CFT-type, regular, and completely unitary
VOA, then the unitary V -modules form a unitary modular tensor category.
However, compared to unitarity, complete unitarity is much harder to prove since
not only vertex operators but also intertwining operators need to be taken care of.
In this paper, our main result as follows provides a powerful tool for proving the
complete unitarity.
Theorem 0.2. Suppose that V is a CFT-type, regular, and completely unitary VOA, and U is
a CFT-type unitary VOA extension of V . Then U is also completely unitary.
Roughly speaking, if we know that a unitary VOAU is an extension of a completely
unitary VOA V , then U is also completely unitary. As applications, since the complete
unitarity has been established for unitary affine VOAs and c ă 1 unitary Virasoro
VOAs (minimal models) as well as their tensor products (proposition 3.31), we know
that all their unitary extensions are completely unitary. In particular, these extensions
have unitary modular tensor categories. We also show that these tensor categories are
equivalent to the unitary modular tensor categories associated to the corresponding
Q-system. To be more precise, we prove
Theorem 0.3. Let V be a CFT-type, regular, and completely unitary VOA, and let U be a
CFT-type unitary extension of V whose Q-system is AU . If RepupUq is the category of unitary
U -modules, and RepupAUq is the category of unitary AU -modules, then RepupUq is natually
equivalent to RepupAUq as unitary modular tensor categories.
A non-unitary version of the above theorem has already been proved in [CKM17]:
RepupUq is known to be equivalent to RepupAUq as modular tensor categories. The
above theorem says that the unitary structures of the two modular tensor categories
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are also equivalent in a natural way. We remark that the unitary tensor structures
compatible with the ˚-structure of RepupUq are unique by [CCP]. Thus [CCP] provides
a different method of proving the above theorem.
We would like to point out that our results on the relation between unitary VOA ex-
tensions and Q-systems also provide a new method of proving the unitarity of VOAs.
For instance, the irreducible c ă 1 conformal nets are classified as (finite index) ex-
tensions of Virasoro nets by Kawahigashi-Longo in [KL04] (table 3), and their VOA
counterparts are given by Dong-Lin in [DL15]. However, Dong-Lin were not able to
prove the unitarity of two exceptional cases: the types pA10, E6q and pA28, E8q (see re-
mark 4.16 of [DL15]). But since these two types are realized as commutative Q-systems
in [KL04], we can now show that the corresponding VOAs are actually unitary. This
proves that the c ă 1 CFT-type unitary VOAs are in one to one correspondence with
the irreducibile conformal nets with the same central charge c.
We have left several important questions unanswered in this paper. We see that
Q-systems can relate unitary VOA extensions and conformal net extensions. But
[CKLW18] also provides a uniform way of relating unitary VOAs and conformal nets
using smeared vertex operators. Are these two relations compatible? Moreover, do
the VOA extensions and the corresponding conformal net extensions have the same
tensor categories? Answers to these questions are out of scope of this paper, so we
leave them to future works.
Outline of the paper
In chapter 1 we review the construction and basis properties of VOA tensor cat-
egories due to Huang-Lepowsky. We also review various methods of constructing
new intertwining operators from old ones, and translate them into tensor categori-
cal language. The translation of adjoint and conjugate intertwining operators is the
most important result of this chapter. Unitary VOAs, unitary representations, and the
unitary structure on VOA tensor categories are also reviewed.
In chapter 2 we relate unitary VOA extensions and Q-systems as well as their (uni-
tary) representations. The first two sections serve as background materials. In section
2.1 we review the relation between VOA extensions and commutative C-algebras as in
[HKL15]. Their results are adapted to our unitary setting. In section 2.2 we review var-
ious notions concerning dualizable objects in C˚-tensor categories. Most importantly,
we review the construction of standard evaluations and coevaluations in C˚-tensor
categories necessary for defining quantum traces and quantum dimensions. Standard
reference for this topic is [LR97]. We also explain why the naturally defined eval-
uations and coevaluations in the tensor categories associated to completely unitary
VOAs are standard. In section 2.3 we define a notion of unitary C-algebras which is a
direct translation of unitary VOA extensions in categorical language. This notion is re-
lated to C˚-Frobenius algebras and Q-systems in section 2.4. The equivalence of c ă 1
unitary VOAs and conformal nets is also proved in that section. A VOA U is called
strongly unitary if it satisfies the first two of the three conditions defining complete
unitarity. Therefore, strong unitarity means the unitarity of U and the unitarizability
of all U -modules. In section 2.5, we give two proofs that any unitary extension U of a
completely unitary VOA V is strongly unitary. The first proof uses induced represen-
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tations, and the second one uses a result of standard representations of Q-systems in
[BKLR15].
In chapter 3 we use theC˚-tensor categories of the bimodules of Q-systems to prove
the complete unitarity of unitary VOA extensions. We review the construction and ba-
sic properties of these C˚-tensor categories in the first four sections. Although these
results are known to experts (cf. [NY16] chapter 6 or [NY18] section 4.1), we pro-
vide elementary and self-contained proofs of all the relevant facts, which we hope are
helpful to the readers who are not familiar with tensor categories. We present the
theory in such a way that it can be directly compared with the (Hermitian) tensor cat-
egories of unitary VOA modules. So in some sense our approach is closer in spirit
to [KO02, CKM17]. In section 3.5 we prove the main results of this paper: theorems
0.2 and 0.3 (which are theorem 3.30 of that section). Finally, applications are given in
section 3.6.
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1 Intertwining operators and tensor categories of unitary
VOAs
1.1 Braiding, fusion, and contragredient intertwining operators
Let V be a self-dual VOA with vacuum vector Ω and conformal vector ν. For
any v P V , its vertex operator is written as Y pv, zq “ řnPZ Y pvqnz´n´1. ThentLn “ Y pνqn`1 : n P Zu are the Virasoro operators. Throughout this paper, we as-
sume that the grading of V satisfies V “ CΩ ‘ `ÀnPZą0 V pnq˘ where V pnq is the
eigenspace of L0 with eigenvalue n, i.e., V is of CFT-type. We assume also that V
is regular, which is equivalent to that V is rational and C2-cofinite. (See [DLM97] for
the definition of these terminologies as well as the equivalence theorem.) Such con-
dition guarantees that the intertwining operators of V satisfy the braiding and fusion
relations [Hua95, Hua05a] and the modular invariance [Zhu96, Hua05b], and that the
category ReppV q of (automatically semisimple) V -modules is indeed a modular tensor
category [Hua08].
We refer the reader to [BK01, EGNO, Tur94] for the general theory of tensor cate-
gories, and [Hua08] for the construction of the tensor category ReppV q of V -modules.
A brief review of this construction can also be found in [Gui19a] section 2.4 or [Gui18]
section 4.1. Here we outline some of the key properties of ReppV q which will be used
in the future.
Representations of V are written as Wi,Wj,Wk, etc. If a V -module Wi is given, its
contragredient module (cf. [FHL93] section 5.2) is written as Wi . Wi, the contragredi-
ent module of Wi, can naturally be identified with Wi. So we write i “ i. Note that the
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symbol i is now reserved for representations. So we write the imaginary unit
?´1 as
i. Let W0 be the vacuum V -module, which is also the identity object in ReppV q. The
product of V -modules is constructed in such a way that for any Wi,Wj,Wk there is a
canonical isomorphism of linear spaces
Y : HompWi bWj,Wkq »ÝÑ V
ˆ
k
i j
˙
, α ÞÑ Yα (1.1)
where V` k
i j
˘ “ V` Wk
WiWj
˘
is the (finite-dimensional) vector space of intertwining op-
erators of V . For any wpiq P Wi, we write Yαpwpiq, zq “ řsPC Yαpwpiqqsz´s´1 where z
is a complex variable defined in Cˆ :“ Czt0u and Yαpwpiqqs : Wj Ñ Wk is the s-th
mode of the intertwining operator. We say that Wi,Wj,Wk are respectively the charge
space, the source space, and the target space of the intertwining operator Yα. Tensor
products of morphisms are defined such that the following condition is satisfied: If
F P HompWi1 ,Wiq, G P HompWj1 ,Wjq, K P HompWk,Wk1q, then for any wpi1q P Wi1 ,
YKαpFbGqpwpi1q, zq “ KYαpFwpi1q, zqG. (1.2)
One way to realize the above properties is as follows: Notice first of all that V
has finitely many equivalence classes of irreducible unitary V -modules. Fix, for each
equivalence class, a representing element, and let them form a finite set E . We assume
that the vacuum unitary module V “ W0 is in E . If Wt P E , we will use the notation
t P E to simplify formulas. We then define Wi b Wj to be ÀtPE V` ti j˘˚ b Wt [HL95]
(here V` t
i j
˘˚ is the dual vector space of V` t
i j
˘
). Then for each t P E there is a natural
identification between HompWi b Wj,Wtq and V
`
t
i j
˘
, which can be extended to the
general case HompWi bWj,Wkq » V
`
k
i j
˘
via the canonical isomorphisms
HompWi bWj,Wkq »
à
tPE
HompWi bWj,Wtq b HompWt,Wkq, (1.3)
V
ˆ
k
i j
˙
»à
tPE
V
ˆ
t
i j
˙
b HompWt,Wkq. (1.4)
The tensor structure of ReppV q is defined in such a way that it is related to the
fusion relations of the intertwining operators of V as follows. Choose non-zero z, ζ
with the same arguments (notation: arg z “ arg ζ) satisfying 0 ă |z ´ ζ| ă |ζ| ă |z|.
In particular, we assume that z, ζ are on a common ray stemming from the origin. We
also choose argpz ´ ζq “ arg ζ “ arg z. Suppose that we have Wi,Wj,Wk,Wl,Wp,Wq
in ReppV q, and intertwining operators Yα P V
`
l
i p
˘
,Yβ P V
`
p
j k
˘
,Yγ P V
`
q
i j
˘
,Yδ P V
`
l
q k
˘
,
such that for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , the following fusion relation holds when acting
on Wk:
Yαpwpiq, zqYβpwpjq, ζq “ Yδ
`Yγpwpiq, z ´ ζqwpjq, ζ˘. (1.5)
Then, under the identification of Wi b pWj b Wkq and pWi b Wjq b Wk (which we
denote by Wi b Wj b Wk) via the associativity isomorphism, we have the identity
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αp1i b βq “ δpγ b 1kq, which can be expressed graphically as
i j k
l
p β
α
“
i j k
l
qγ
δ . (1.6)
Here we take the convention that morphisms go from top to bottom.
Convention 1.1. When we consider fusion relations in the form (1.5), we always as-
sume 0 ă |z ´ ζ| ă |ζ| ă |z| and argpz ´ ζq “ arg ζ “ arg z.
The braided and the contragredient intertwining operators are two major ways of
constructing new intertwining operators from old ones [FHL93]. As we shall see, they
can all be translated into operations on morphisms. We first discuss braiding. Given
Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, we can define braided intertwining operators B`Yα, B´Yα of type V
`
k
j i
˘
in the following way: Choose any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj . Then
pB˘Yαqpwpjq, zqwpiq “ ezL´1Yαpwpiq, e˘ipizqwpjq. (1.7)
Then the braid isomorphism ß “ ßi,j : Wi bWj Ñ Wj bWi is constructed in such a
way that B˘Yα “ Yα˝ß˘1 . Write B`Yα “ YB`α and B´Yα “ YB´α. Then B˘α “ α ˝ ß˘1.
Using and to denote ß and ß´1 respectively, this formula can be pictured as
j i
k
B`α “
j i
k
α
,
j i
k
B´α “
j i
k
α
. (1.8)
Let Yi “ Yipv, zq be the vertex operator associated to the module Wi. Then Yi is also
a type
`
i
0 i
˘
intertwining operator. It’s easy to verify that B`Yi “ B´Yi as type V
`
i
i 0
˘
intertwining operators, which we denote by Yκpiq and call the creation operator of Wi.
Then the canonical isomorphism of the left multiplication by identity W0bWi
»Ñ Wi is
defined to be the one corresponding to Yi. Similarly the right multiplication by identity
Wi bW0
»Ñ Wi is chosen to be κpiq.
One can also construct contragredient intertwining operators C`Yα ”
YC`α, C´Yα ” YC´α of Yα, which are of type
`
j
i k
˘
, such that for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P
Wj, w
pkq P Wk,
xYC˘αpwpiq, zqwpkq, wpjqy “ xwpkq,YαpezL1pe¯ipiz´2qL0wpiq, z´1qwpjqy. (1.9)
Here, and also throughout this paper, we follow the convention arg zr “ r arg z (r P R)
unless otherwise stated. To express contragredient intertwining operators graphically,
we first introduce, for any V -module Wi (together with its contragredient module Wi),
two important intertwining operators Yevi,i P V
`
0
i i
˘
and Yevi,i P V
`
0
i i
˘
, called the an-
nihilation operators of Wi and Wi respectively. Recall that V is self dual. Fix an iso-
morphism V “ W0 » W0 and identify W0 and W0 through this isomorphism. We now
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define Yevi,i “ C´Yκpiq “ C´B˘Yi. The type of Yevi,i shows that evi,i P HompWibWi, V q,
which plays the role of the evaluation map of Wi. evi,i P HompWi bWi, V q can be de-
fined in a similar way. We write evi,i “ and evi,i “ “ , following
the convention that a vertical line with label i but upward-pointing arrow means (the
identity morphism of) Wi. We can now give a categorical description of C´α with the
help of the following fusion relation (cf. [Gui19b] remark 5.4)
Yevj,jpwpjq, zqYC´αpwpiq, ζq “ Yevk,k
`YB´αpwpjq, z ´ ζqwpiq, ζ˘, (1.10)
which can be translated to
j i k
C´α
j
“
j i k
α
. (1.11)
By [Hua08] section 3, there exist coevaluation maps coevi,i “ P HompV,Wi bWiq
and coevi,i “ “ P HompV,Wi bWiq satisfying
pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq “ 1i “ p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq, (1.12)
pevi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq “ 1i “ p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq. (1.13)
Thus, let Wj tensor both sides of equation (1.11) from the left, and then apply coevj,j b
1i b 1k to the tops, we obtain
Proposition 1.2. For any V -modules Wi,Wj,Wk, and any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
,
i k
C´α
j
“
i k
α
j
. (1.14)
Finally, we remark that the ribbon structure on ReppV q is defined by the twist ϑ “
ϑi :“ e2ipiL0 P EndpWiq for any V -module Wi.
1.2 Unitary VOAs and unitary representations
In this section, we only assume that V is of CFT-type, and discuss the unitary con-
ditions on V and its tensor category. We do not assume, at the beginning, that V is
self-dual. In particular, we do not identify W0 with W0. As we shall see, the unitary
structure on V is closely related to certain V -module isomorphism  : W0 Ñ W0.
Suppose V is equipped with a normalized inner product x¨|¨y (“normalized” means
xΩ|Ωy “ 1). We say that pV, x¨|¨yq (simply V in the future) is unitary [DL14, CKLW18], if
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there exists an anti-unitary anti-automorphism Θ of V (called PCT operator) satisfying
that
xY pv, zqv1|v2y “ xv1|Y pezL1p´z´2qL0Θv, z´1qv2y. (1.15)
We abbreviate the above relation to
Y pv, zq “ Y pezL1p´z´2qL0Θv, z´1q:, (1.16)
with : understood as formal adjoint.
By our definition, Θ : V Ñ V is an antilinear (i.e., conjugate linear) bijective map
satisfying
xu|vy “ xΘv|Θuy, (1.17)
ΘY pu, zqv “ Y pΘu, zqΘv (1.18)
for all u, v P V . Such Θ is unique by [CKLW18] proposition 5.1. Note that Θv “
ΘY pΩ, zqv “ Y pΘΩ, zqΘv which implies ΘΩ “ Ω. Also Θν “ ν by [CKLW18] corollary
4.11. Indeed, by that corollary, under the assumption of anti-automorphism, anti-
unitarity is equivalent to Θν “ ν, and also equivalent to that Θ preserves the grading
of V . Note also that Θ is uniquely determined by V and its inner product x¨|¨y, and that
Θ2 “ 1V ([CKLW18] proposition 5.1).
Later we will discuss the unitarity of VOA extensions using tensor-categorical
methods. For that purpose the map Θ is difficult to deal with due to its anti-linearity.
So let us give an equivalent description of unitarity using linear maps. Let V ˚ be the
dual vector space of V . The inner product x¨|¨y on V induces naturally an antilinear
injective map A : V Ñ V ˚, v ÞÑ x¨|vy. We set V “ AV , and define an inner product on
V , also denoted by x¨|¨y, under which A becomes anti-unitary. Equivalently, we require
xu|vy “ xAv|Auy for all u, v P V . The adjoint (which is also the inverse) of A : V Ñ V is
denoted by A : V Ñ V . The reason we use the same symbol for the two conjugation
maps is to regard A as an involution. We also adopt the notation v “ Av and v “ v. We
will use both v and A for conjugation very frequently, but the later is used more often
when no specific vectors are mentioned.
Proposition 1.3. pV, x¨|¨yq is unitary if and only if there exists a (unique) unitary map  :
V Ñ V , called the reflection operator of V , such that the following two relations hold for all
v P V :
Y pv, zq “ Y pezL1p´z´2qL0v, z´1q:, (1.19)
Y p˚v, zq˚ “ AY pv, zqA. (1.20)
When V is unitary, we have
A “ ˚A. (1.21)
Note that the first and the third equations are acting on V , while the second one on
V .
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Proof.  and Θ are related by  “ AΘ. Then v “ Θv, ˚v “ Θ´1v. It is easy to see that
(1.19) and (1.20) are equivalent to (1.16) and (1.18) respectively. The uniqueness of 
follows from that of Θ. When V is unitary, A “ Θ “ Θ´1 “ ˚A.
In the following we always assume V to be unitary. Let Wi be a V -module,
and assume that the vector space Wi is equipped with an inner product x¨|¨y. We
say that pWi, x¨|¨yq (or just Wi) is a unitary V -module, if for any v P V we have
Yipv, zq “ YipezL1p´z´2qL0Θv, z´1q: when acting on Wi. Equivalently,
Yipv, zq “ YipezL1p´z´2qL0v, z´1q:. (1.22)
A V -module is called unitarizable if it can be equipped with an inner product under
which it becomes a unitary V -module. An intertwining operator Yα of V is called
unitary if it is among unitary V -modules.
Note that just as the conjugations between V and V , given a unitary V -module Wi,
we have a natural conjugation A : Wi Ñ Wi whose inverse is also written as A : Wi Ñ
Wi. (Indeed, we first have an injective antilinear map A : Wi Ñ Wi˚ . That AWi “ Wi, i.e.,
that vectors in AWi are precisely those with finite conformal weights, follows from the
fact that xL0 ¨ |¨y “ x¨|L0¨y which is a consequence of (1.22) and the fact that ν “ Θν “
ν.) Fix an inner product on Wi under which A becomes anti-unitary. Then Wi is also
a unitary V -module. For any wpiq P Wi, write wpiq “ Awpiq, wpiq “ Awpiq “ wpiq. Recall
by our notation that Yi and Yi are the vertex operators of Wi and Wi respectively. The
relation between these two operators is pretty simple: YipΘv, zq “ AYipv, zqA, acting on
Wi. (See [Gui19a] formula (1.19).) Equivalently,
Yipv, zq “ AYipv, zqA. (1.23)
This equation (applied to i “ 0), together with (1.20) and (1.21), shows for any v P V
that Y0pv, zq˚ “ Y0pv, zq, where Y0 “ Y is the vertex operator of the vacuum module
V , and Y0 is that of its contragredient module. We conclude:
Proposition 1.4. If V is a unitary CFT-type VOA, then V is self-dual. The vacuum module
V “ W0 is unitarily equivalent to its contragredient module V “ W0 via the reflection operator
.
Convention 1.5. Unless otherwise stated, if V is unitary and CFT-type, the isomor-
phism W0
»Ñ W0 is always chosen to be the reflection operator , and the identification
of V “ W0 and V “ W0 is always assumed to be through .
1.3 Adjoint and conjugate intertwining operators
We have seen in section 1.1 two ways of producing new intertwining operators
from old ones: the braided and the contragredient intertwining operators. In the uni-
tary case there are two extra methods: the conjugate and the adjoint intertwining op-
erators. In this section, our main goal is to derive tensor-categorical descriptions of
these two constructions of intertwining operators.
First we review the definition of these two constructions; see [Gui19a] section 1.3
for more details and basic properties. Let V be unitary and CFT-type. Choose unitary
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V -modulesWi,Wj,Wk. For any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, its conjugate intertwining operator AYα ”
YAα ” Yα is of type V
`
k
i j
˘
defined by
Yαpwpiq, zq “ AYαpwpiq, zqA (1.24)
for any wpiq P Wi. Despite its simple form, one cannot directly translate this definition
into tensor categorical language, again due to the anti-linearity of A. Therefore we need
to first consider the adjoint intertwining operator Y:α ” Yα: P V
`
j
i k
˘
, defined by
α: “ C`α “ C´α, (1.25)
which will be closely related to the ˚-structures of the C˚-tensor categories. Then for
any wpiq P Wi,
Yα:pwpiq, zq “ YαpezL1pe´ipiz´2qL0wpiq, z´1q:. (1.26)
Note that : is an involution: α:: “ α. Moreover, by unitarity, up to equivalence of the
charge spaces  : V »Ñ V , Yi is equal to its adjoint intertwining operator, and obviously
also equal to the conjugate intertwining operator of Yi. Another important relation is
evi,i “ κpiq: (1.27)
by [Gui19a] formula (1.44). Recall from section 1.1 that, up to the isomorphism W0 »
W0, evi,i is defined to be C´κpiq. Due to convention 1.5, the more precise definition is
evi,i “ ´1 ˝ C´κpiq. We will use (1.27) more often than this definition in our paper.
We shall now relate α: with the unitarity structure of the tensor category of unitary
V -modules. Let V be a CFT-type VOA. Assume that V is strongly unitary [Ten18a],
which means that V is unitary, and any V -module is unitarizable. Then RepupV q,
the category of unitary V -modules, is a C˚-category, whose ˚ structure is defined as
follows: if Wi,Wj are unitary and T P HompWi,Wjq, then T ˚ P HompWj,Wiq is simply
the adjoint of T , defined with respect to the inner products of Wi and Wj .
Assume also that V is regular. To make RepupV q a C˚-tensor category, we have to
choose, for any unitary V -modules Wi,Wj , a suitable unitary structure on Wi b Wj .
Note that it is already known that Wi bWj is unitarizable by the strong unitary of V .
But here the unitary structure has to be chosen such that the structural isomorphisms
become unitary. So, for instance, if Wk is also unitary, the associativity isomorphism
pWibWjqbWk »Ñ Wib pWj bWkq and the braid isomorphism ß : WibWj »Ñ Wj bWi
have to be unitary. Then we can identify pWi bWjq bWk and Wi b pWj bWkq as the
same unitary V -module called Wi bWj bWk.
To fulfill these purposes, recall thatWibWj is defined to be
À
tPE V
`
t
i j
˘˚bWt. Since
every Wt already has a unitary structure, it suffices to assume that the direct sum is
orthogonal, and define a suitable inner product Λ (called invariant inner product) on
each V` t
i j
˘˚.
Let us first assume that we can always find Λ which make RepupV q a braided C˚-
tensor category. Then we can define an inner product on V` t
i j
˘
, also denoted by Λ,
under which the anti-linear map V` t
i j
˘ Ñ V` t
i j
˘˚, Yα ÞÑ Λp¨|Yαq becomes anti-unitary.
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Here we assume Λp¨|¨q to be linear on the first variable and anti-linear on the second
one. Let xYα : α P Ξti,jy be a basis of V
`
t
i j
˘
, and let x qYα : α P Ξti,jy be its dual basis in
V` t
i j
˘˚. In other words we assume for any α, β P Ξti,j that xYα, qYβy “ δα,β . The follow-
ing proposition relates Λ with the categorical inner product.
Proposition 1.6. For any Yα,Yβ P V
`
t
i j
˘
we have
αβ˚ “ ΛpYα|Yβq1t. (1.28)
Proof. Assume that Ξti,j is orthonormal under Λ. Then so is x qYα : α P Ξti,jy. For any
α P Ξti,j , let Pα be the projection mapping Wi bWj “
ÀK
tPE V
`
t
i j
˘˚ bWt onto qYα bWt,
and let Uα be the unitary map qYα bWt Ñ Wt, qYα b wptq ÞÑ wptq. Then we clearly have
α “ UαPα. So αα˚ “ 1t. If β P Ξti,j and β ‰ α, then clearly PβPα “ 0, and hence
αβ˚ “ 0. Thus (1.27) holds for basis vectors, and hence holds in general.
We warn the reader the difference of the two notations α: and α˚. If Yα P V
`
t
i j
˘
then α: P HompWi b Wt,Wjq, while α˚, defined using the ˚-structure of RepupV q, is
in HompWt,Wi bWjq. Thus, Yα: is the adjoint intertwining operator while Yα˚ makes
no sense. This is different from the notations used in [Gui19a, Gui19b], where α: is
not defined but Yα˚ (also written as Y:α) denotes the adjoint intertwining operator.
Despite such difference, α: and α˚, the VOA adjoint and the categorical adjoint, should
be related in a natural way. And it is time to review the construction of invariant Λ
introduced in [Gui19b].
Definition 1.7. Let Wi,Wj be unitary V -modules. Then the invariant sesquilinear
form Λ on V` t
i j
˘˚ for any t P E is defined such that the fusion relation holds for any
w
piq
1 , w
piq
2 P Wi:
Yj
`Yevi,ipwpiq2 , z ´ ζqwpiq1 , ζ˘ “ÿ
tPE
ÿ
α,βPΞti,j
Λp qYα| qYβq ¨ Yβ:pwpiq2 , zqYαpwpiq1 , ζq. (1.29)
Equation (1.29) can equivalently be presented as
i ji
j
“
ÿ
tPE
ÿ
α,βPΞti,j
Λp qYα| qYβq
i j
j
t α
β:
i
. (1.30)
It is not too hard to show that Λ is Hermitian (i.e. Λp qYα| qYβq “ Λp qYβ| qYαq). In-
deed, one can prove this by applying [Gui19b] formula (5.34) to the adjoint of (1.29).
(The intertwining operator Yσ˜ in that formula could be determined from the proofs
of [Gui19b] corollary 5.7 and theorem 5.5.) Moreover, from the rigidity of ReppV q one
can deduce that Λ is non-degenerate; see [HK07] theorem 3.4,1 or step 3 of the proof of
1The relation between the bilinear form in [HK07] theorem 3.4 and the sesquilinear form Λ is ex-
plained in [Gui19b] section 8.3.
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[Gui19b] theorem 6.7. However, to make Λ an inner product one has to prove that Λ
is positive. In [Gui19b, Gui19c] we have proved the positivity of Λ for many examples
of VOAs. As mentioned in the introduction, one of our main goal of this paper is to
prove that all unitary extensions of these examples have positive Λ. We first introduce
the following definition.
Definition 1.8. Let V be a regular and CFT-type VOA. We say that V is completely
unitary, if V is strongly unitary (i.e., V is unitary and any V -module is unitarizable),
and if for any unitary V -modulesWi,Wj and any t P E , the invariant sesquilinear form
Λ defined on V` t
i j
˘˚ is positive. In this case we call Λ the invariant inner product of
V .
As we have said, since Λ is non-degenerate, when V is completely unitary Λ be-
comes an inner product on V` t
i j
˘˚ (and hence also on V` t
i j
˘
), which can be extended to
an inner product on WibWj , also denoted by Λ. Then WibWj becomes a unitary (but
not just unitarizable) V -module. In other words it is an object not just in ReppV q but
also in RepupV q. Moreover, as shown in [Gui19b], Λ is the right inner product which
makes all structural isomorphisms unitary. More precisely:
Theorem 1.9 (cf. [Gui19b] theorem 7.9). If V is regular, CFT-type, and completely unitary,
then RepupV q is a unitary modular tensor category.
In the remaining part of this paper, we assume, unless otherwise stated, that V is
regular, CFT-type, and completely unitary. The following relation is worth noting; see
[Gui19b] section 7.3.
Proposition 1.10. If Wi is unitary then coevi,i “ ev˚i,i.
We are now ready to state the main results of this section.
Theorem 1.11. For any unitary V -modules Wi,Wj,Wk and any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, we have α: “
pevi,i b 1jqp1i b α˚q. In other words,
j
i k
α: “
j
i k
α˚ . (1.31)
Proof. It suffices to assume Wk to be irreducible. So let us prove (1.31) for all k “ t P E
and any basis vector α P Ξti,j . Here we assume Ξti,j to be orthonormal under Λ. Chooserα P HompWibWj,Wtq such that rα: equals pevi,ib1jqp1ibα˚q. We want to show rα “ α.
By proposition 1.6 we have αβ˚ “ δα,β1t for any α, β P Ξti,j . This implies
i j
“
ÿ
tPE
ÿ
αPΞti,j
i j
ji
t
α
α˚ . (1.32)
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Tensor 1i from the left and apply evi,i b 1j to the bottom, we obtain
i i j
“
ÿ
tPE
ÿ
αPΞti,j
i i j
t
j
αrα: , (1.33)
which, together with equation (1.30), implies
rα: “ ÿ
βPΞti,j
Λp qYα| qYβqβ: “ ÿ
βPΞti,j
δα,ββ
: “ α:.
Thus rα “ α.
Corollary 1.12. For any unitary V -modules Wi,Wj,Wk and any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
,
i j
α
k
“
i j
k
α˚ . (1.34)
Proof. We have α “ C`C´α “ pC´αq:. By propositions 1.2, 1.10, and the unitarity of ß,
pC´αq˚ equals
α˚
ki
j
. (1.35)
By theorem 1.11, one obtains pC´αq: from pC´αq˚ by bending the leg i to the top. Thus
(1.35) becomes the right hand side of (1.34).
2 Unitary VOA extensions, C˚-Frobenius algebras, and
their representations
2.1 Preunitary VOA extensions and commutative C-algebras
In this chapter, we fix a regular, CFT-type, and completely unitary VOA V . W0 “
V is identified with W0 “ V via the reflection operator . Thus  “ 1. Let U be
a (VOA) extension of V , whose vertex operator is denoted by Yµ. By definition, U
and V share the same conformal vector ν and vacuum vector Ω, and V is a vertex
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operator subalgebra of U . As in the previous chapter, the symbol Y is reserved for the
vertex operator of V . Then Y is the restriction of the action Yµ : U ñ U to V ñ V .
More generally, let Ya be the restriction of Yµ to V ñ U . Then pU, Yaq becomes a
representation of V . We write this V -module as pWa, Yaq, or Wa for short. (So by our
notation, U equals Wa as a vector space.) Since all V -modules are unitarizable, we fix
a unitary structure (i.e., an inner product) x¨|¨y on the V -module Wa whose restriction
to V is the one x¨|¨y of the unitary VOA V . Such pU, x¨|¨yq, or U for short, is called a
preunitary (VOA) extension of V . It is clear that any extension of V is preunitarizable.
Finally, we notice that Yµ is a type
`
a
a a
˘ “ ` Wa
WaWa
˘
unitary intertwining operator of V .
The above discussion can be summarized as follows: The preunitary VOA ex-
tension U is a unitary V module pWa, Yaq; its vertex operator Yµ is in V
`
a
a a
˘
. Thus
µ ” P HompWa bWa,Waq by our notation in the last chapter. Let ι : W0 Ñ Wa
denote the embedding of V into U . Then clearly ι P HompW0,Waq. We write ι “ .
Set AU “ pWa, µ, ιq. Then AU is a commutative associative algebra in RepupV q (or
commutative RepupV q-algebra for short) [Par95, KO02], which means:
• (Associativity) µpµb 1aq “ µp1a b µq.
• (Commutativity) µ ˝ ß “ µ.
• (Unit) µpιb 1aq “ 1a.
Recall that ß is the braid isomorphism ßa,a : WabWa Ñ WabWa. These three conditions
can respectively be pictured as
a a a
a
“
a a a
a
,
a a
a
“
a a
a
, a
a
a
“
a
.
Indeed, associativity and commutativity are equivalent to the Jacobi identity for Yµ.
The unit property follows from the fact that Yµ restricts to Ya. See [HKL15] for more
details. Note that we also have
µ ˝ ßn “ µ, µp1a b ιq “ 1a (2.1)
for any n P Z. The first equation follows from induction and that µ “ µßß´1 “ µß´1.
The second equation holds because µp1abιq “ µßa,ap1abιq “ µpιb1aqßa,0 “ 1aßa,0 “ 1a.
Recall that the twist is defined by e2ipiL0 . Since L0 has only integral eigenvalues
on Wa, the unitary V -module Wa has trivial twist: ϑa “ 1a. We also notice that A is
normalized (i.e., ι˚ι “ 10) since the inner product on U restricts to that of V . We thus
conclude: If U is a preunitary extension of V thenAU is a normalized commutative RepupV q-
algebra with trivial twist. Conversely, any such commutative RepupV q-algebra arises from
a preunitary CFT-type extension. Moreover, if U is of CFT type, then AU is haploid,
which means that dim HompW0,Waq “ 1. Indeed, if Wi is a unitary V -submodule of
Wa equivalent to W0, then the lowest conformal weight of Wi is 0, which implies that
Ω P Wi and hence that Wi “ W0. Therefore dim HompW0,Waq “ dim HompW0,W0q “ 1
by the simpleness of V . Conversely, if AU is haploid, then U is of CFT type provided
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that any irreducible V -module not equivalent toW0 has no homogeneous vectors with
conformal weight 0. This converse statement will not be used in this paper (except in
corollary 2.22). We thus content ourselves with the following result.
Proposition 2.1 (cf. [HKL15] theorem 3.2). If U is a preunitary CFT-type VOA extension
of V , then AU is a normalized haploid commutative RepupV q-algebra with trivial twist.
A detailed discussion of unitary VOA extensions will be given in the following
sections. For now we first give the definition:
Definition 2.2. Let U be a CFT-type VOA extension of V , and assume that the vector
space U is equipped with a normalized inner product x¨|¨y. We say that the extension
V Ă U is unitary (equivalently, that U is a unitary (VOA) extension of V ), if x¨|¨y
restricts to the normalized inner product of V , and pU, x¨|¨yq is a unitary VOA.
A unitary VOA extension is clearly preunitary. Another useful fact is the following:
Proposition 2.3. If U is a CFT-type unitary VOA extension of V , then the PCT operator ΘU
of U restricts to the one ΘV of V . In particular, V is a ΘU -invariant subspace of U .
Thus we can let Θ denote unambiguously both the PCT operators of U and of V .
Proof. By relation (1.16) and the fact that Θ2U “ 1U ,Θ2V “ 1V , for any v P V Ă U we
have
Y pΘUv, zq “ Y pezL1p´z´2qL0v, z´1q: “ Y pΘV v, zq
when evaluating between vectors in V . It should be clear to the reader how the condi-
tion that the normalized inner product of U restricts to that of V is used in the above
equations. Thus ΘU |V “ ΘV .
2.2 Duals and standard evaluations in C˚-tensor categories
Dualizable objects
Let C be a C˚-tensor category (cf. [Yam04]) whose identity object W0 is simple.
We assume tacitly that C is closed under finite orthogonal direct sums and subojects,
which means that for a finite collection tWs : s P Su of objects in C there exists an object
Wi and partial isometries tus P HompWi,Wsq : s P Su satisfying utus˚ “ δs,t1s (@s, t P S)
and
ř
sPS us˚us “ 1i, and that for any objectWi and a projection p P EndpWiq there exists
an object Wj and a partial isometry u P HompWi,Wjq such that uu˚ “ 1j, u˚u “ p.2
Assume that an object Wi in C has a right dual Wi, which means that there exist
evaluation evi P HompWibWi,W0q and coevaluation coevi P HompW0,WibWiq satisfy-
ing p1ibeviqpcoevib1iq “ 1i and pevib1iqp1ibcoeviq “ 1i. Set evi,i “ evi, coevi,i “ coevi,
and set also evi,i “ pcoevi,iq˚, coevi,i “ pevi,iq˚. Then equations (1.12) and (1.13) are
satisfied, which shows that Wi is also a left dual of Wi. In this case we say that Wi
2A morphism u P HompWi,Wjq is called a partial isometry if u˚u and uu˚ are projections. A mor-
phism e P EndpWiq is called a projection if e2 “ e “ e˚.
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is dualizable. Note that evi,i determines the remaining three ev and coev. In gen-
eral, we say that evi,i P HompWi bWi,W0q, evi,i P HompWi bWi,W0q are evaluations
(or simply ev) of Wi and Wi if equations (1.12) and (1.13) are satisfied when setting
coevi,i “ ev˚i,i, coevi,i “ ev˚i,i. In the case that Wi is self-dual, we say that evi,i is an
evaluation (ev) of Wi, if, by setting coevi,i “ evi˚,i, we have pevi,ib 1iqp1ib coevi,iq “ 1i.
Taking adjoint, we also have p1i b evi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq “ 1i.
Assume that Wi,Wj are dualizable with duals Wi,Wj respectively. Choose eval-
uations evi,i, evi,i, evj,j, evj,j . Then Wibj :“ Wi b Wj is also dualizable with a dual
Wjbi :“ Wj bWi and evaluations
evibj,jbi “ evi,ip1i b evj,j b 1iq, evjbi,ibj “ evj,jp1j b evi,i b 1jq. (2.2)
Convention 2.4. Unless otherwise stated, if the ev for Wi,Wi and Wj,Wj are chosen,
then we always define the ev for Wibj,Wjbi using equations (2.2).
Another useful fact is that any dualizable object is a finite orthogonal direct sum of irre-
ducible objects (cf. [LR97] lemma 3.2, [Yam04] lemma 3.2, or [BDH14] lemma 4.10).
Using ev and coev for Wi,Wj and their duals Wi,Wj , one can define for any F P
HompWi,Wjq a pair of transposes F_, _F by
F_ “ pevj,j b 1iqp1j b F b 1iqp1j b coevi,iq,
_F “ p1i b evj,jqp1i b F b 1jqpcoevi,i b 1jq.
Pictorially,
F_ “ , _F “ . (2.3)
One easily checks that _pF_q “ F “ p_F q_, pFGq_ “ G_F_, _pFGq “
p_Gqp_F q, pF_q˚ “ _pF ˚q.
Standard evaluations
The evaluations defined above are not unique even up to unitaries. For any
evi,i, evi,i of Wi,Wi, and any invertible K P EndpWiq, revi,i :“ evi,ipK b 1iq andrevi,i :“ evi,ip1i b pK˚q´1q are also evaluations. Thus one can normalize evaluations
to satisfy certain nice conditions. In C˚-tensor categories, the ev that attract most in-
terest are the so called standard evaluations. It is known that for dualizable objects,
standard ev always exist and are unique up to unitaries, and that the two transposes
defined by standard ev are equal. We refer the reader to [LR97, Yam04, BDH14] for
these results. In the following we sketch the construction of standard ev following
basically the argument of [Yam04].3
3We warn the reader that the result of [Yam04] is slightly weaker than the other two since [Yam04]
assumes the rigidity of C at the beginning. Therefore, to construct standard ev and show its tracialness
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Define scalars TrLpF q and TrRpF q such that evi,ipF b 1iqcoevi,i “ TrLpF q10 and
evi,ip1i b F qcoevi,i “ TrRpF q10. Then TrL is a positive linear functional on EndpWiq.
Thus, by normalizing the evaluations by an invertible positive K P EndpWiq, the TrL
becomes tracial: TrLpFGq “ TrLpGF q for all F,G P EndpWiq. Since in general one can
check that TrLpGF q “ TrLpF__ ¨ Gq, one therefore has F__ “ F , and hence F_ “
_F . As a consequence, pF_q˚ “ pF ˚q_. Therefore F_ is self-adjoint (resp. unitary, a
projection, a partial isometry) if F is so.
An immediate consequence of the above analysis is that any subobjectWk ofWi is du-
alizable. To see this, we choose a partial isometry u P HompWi,Wkq such that uu˚ “ 1k,
and set p “ u˚u to be a projection in EndpWiq. Since p_ (which is in EndpWiq) is also a
projection, we can choose an object Wk and a partial isometry v P HompWi,Wkq satis-
fying vv˚ “ 1k and v˚v “ p_. Then Wk is dual to Wk since one can choose evaluations
evk,k :“ evi,ipu˚ b v˚q, evk,k :“ evi,ipv˚ b u˚qwhich are indeed tracial.
One can now choose the evaluations of Wi,Wi to be standard in the sense that
TrLpF q “ TrRpF q for all F P EndpWiq. (In the case that i “ i and evi,i is an evaluation
of Wi, evi,i is called standard if evi,i :“ evi,i, evi,i :“ evi,i are standard ev of Wi and
Wi “ Wi.) To see the existence of standard ev, note first of all that this is obvious when
Wi is simple (i.e. dim HompWi,Wiq “ 1). In general, consider orthogonal irreducible
decompositionWi »ÀKsPSWs. Since we have shown that any irreducible subobjectWs
is dualizable (with a dual Ws), we can choose partial isometries tus P HompWi,Wsq :
s P Su and tvs P HompWi,Wsq : s P Su satisfying utus˚ “ δs,t1s, vtvs˚ “ δs,t1s andř
s us˚us “ 1i,
ř
s vs˚ vs “ 1i. Then we define
evi,i “
ÿ
sPS
evs,spus b vsq, evi,i “
ÿ
sPS
evs,spvs b usq (2.4)
(where evs,s and evs,s are standard for all s), define coev using adjoint, and verify easily
that they are standard.
Standard ev are unique up to unitaries: If Wi1 » Wi, T P HompWi1 ,Wiq is unitary,
and revi,i1 , revi1,i are also standard, then we may find a unitary K P EndpWiq satisfyingrevi,i1 “ evi,ipK b T q, revi1,i “ evi,ipT b Kq. (See [Yam04] lemma 3.9-(iii).) To see this,
one can first show by direct calculation using matrix entries that for the ev constructed
in the last paragraph, one has F_ “ _F (see also [Yam04] lemma 3.9-(ii)). Now for
another pair of evaluations revi,i1 , revi1,i, one can easily find an invertible K P EndpWiq
satisfying revi,i “ evi,ipKbT q and revi,i “ evi,ipT bpK˚q´1q. Let TrL,TrR and ĂTrL,ĂTrR be
defined using ev and rev respectively, _ defined using ev. Then TrL and TrR are traicial.
Thus for any F P EndpWiq, ĂTrLpF q “ TrLpK˚FKq “ TrLpFKK˚q “ TrRpFKK˚q.
Since ĂTrRp¨q “ TrRpK´1p¨qpK˚q´1q “ TrRpp¨qpK˚q´1K´1q, we have TrRpFKK˚q “ĂTrRpF pKK˚q2q “ ĂTrLpF pKK˚q2q. Thus pKK˚q2 “ 1 and hence KK˚ “ 1. So K is
unitary. As an immediate consequence, we conclude that the transposes defined by
for a dualizable Wi, it is assumed without proof that all subobjects of Wi are dualizable. In our treat-
ment, we complement [Yam04] by first proving the dualizability of subobjects by constructing a pair
of tracial evaluations for Wi using an idea from [BDH14] theorem 4.12. Then, using tracial evaluations
of Wi, one can easily construct ev for subobjects. Note that [LR97] theorem 2.4 constructs ev for sub-
objects without using tracialness, but it is assumed there that all idempotents (but not just projections)
correspond to subobjects.
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any standard rev satisfy F_ “ _F (equivalently, rev are tracial), and that rev can be con-
structed using partial isometries as in (2.4).
It is worth noting that standardness is preserved by tensor products: If standard ev
are chosen for Wi,Wj and their dual Wi,Wj , then the ev of Wibj,Wjbi defined by (2.2)
are also standard.
Standard ev are also characterized by minimizing quantum dimensions. Define
constants di, di satisfying evi,icoevi,i “ di10, evi,icoevi,i “ di10. Then standard ev are
precisely those minimizing didi and satisfying di “ di (cf. [LR97]). We will always
assume di, di to be those defined by standard evaluations, and call them the quantum
dimensions of Wi,Wi.
In the case ofAU in RepupV q, the ev defined in chapter 1 for any objectWi in RepupV q
and its contragredient module Wi are indeed standard. In fact, for any simple Ws and
Ws, the standardness of ev follows from [Gui19b] proposition 7.7 and the paragraph
before that. For a general semisimple Wi in RepupV q and its contragredient Wi, by
equation (1.27) and the definition of adjoint intertwining operators, the ev and coev
defined in chapter 1 can be constructed using (2.4), with tusu and tvsu related by vs “
Wi
AÑ Wi usÑ Ws AÑ Ws. We thus conclude:
Proposition 2.5. If V is a regular, CFT-type, and completely unitary VOA, then the ev and
coev defined in chapter 1 (same as those in [Gui19a, Gui19b]) for any object Wi in RepupV q
and its contragredient module Wi are standard.
Convention 2.6. Unless otherwise stated, for any object Wi in RepupV q, Wi is always
understood as the contragredient module of Wi, and the standard ev and coev for
Wi,Wi are always defined as in chapter 1.
2.3 Unitarity of C-algebras and VOA extensions
Let Wa be an object in C, choose µ P HompWa b Wa,Waq, ι P HompW0,Waq, and
asume that A “ pWa, µ, ιq is an associative algebra in C (also called C-algebra4), which
means:
• (Associativity) µpµb 1aq “ µp1a b µq.
• (Unit) µpιb 1aq “ 1a “ µp1a b ιq.
Since W0 is simple, we can choose DA ą 0 (called the quantum dimension of A)
satisfying ι˚µµ˚ι “ DA10. We say that A is
• haploid if dim HompW0,Waq “ 1;
• normalized if ι˚ι “ 10;
• special if µµ˚ P C1a; in this case we set scalar dA ą 0 such that µµ˚ “ dA1a;
• standard ifA is special,Wa is dualizable (with quantum dimension da), andDA “
da.
4In [KO02, HKL15, CKM17], commutativity is required in the definition of C-algebras when C is
braided. This is not assumed in our paper.
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Note that any C-algebra A is clearly equivalent to a normalized one.
Assume that Wa has a dual Wa, together with (not necessarily standard) eva,a, eva,a.
Define ev for Wa bWa and Wa bWa using (2.2). Assume also that Wa is self-dual, i.e.,
Wa » Wa. Choose a unitary morphism ε “ P HompWa,Waq, and write its adjoint
as ε˚ “ . Write also µ˚ “ , ι˚ “ .
Definition 2.7. A unitary ε P HompWa,Waq is called a reflection operator of A (with
respect to the chosen ev of Wa,Wa), if the following two equations are satisfied:
µ “ peva,a b 1aqpεb µ˚q, εµpε˚ b ε˚q “ pµ˚q_. (2.5)
Pictorially,
a a
a
“
a a
a
, (2.6)
a a
a
“
a a
a
. (2.7)
Proposition 2.8. The reflection operator ε is uniquely determined by the dual Wa and the ev
of Wa and Wa.
Proof. Apply ι˚ to the bottom of (2.6), and then apply the unit property, we have
eva,apεb 1aq “ ι˚µ, which, by rigidity, implies
ε “ pι˚µb 1aqp1a b coeva,aq. (2.8)
Definition 2.9. Let C be a C˚-tensor category with simple W0. A C-algebra A “
pWa, µ, ιq in C is called unitary, if Wa is dualizable, and for a choice of Wa dual to
Wa and ev of Wa,Wa, there exists a reflection operator ε P HompWa,Waq. If, moreover,
the ev of Wa,Wa are standard, we say that A is s-unitary5.
The definition of s-unitary C-algebras is independent of the choice of duals and
standard ev, as shown below:
Proposition 2.10. If A is s-unitary, then for any Wa1 dual to Wa, and any standard rev of
Wa,Wa1 , there exists a reflection operator rε : Wa Ñ Wa1
5The letter “s” stands for several closely related notions: standard evaluations, spherical tensor cat-
egories, symmetric Frobenius algebras [FRS02].
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Proof. Since A is s-unitary, we can choose Wa dual to Wa and standard ev of Wa,Wa
such that there exists a reflection operator ε : Wa Ñ Wa. Let us define rε “ pι˚µ b
1aqp1abĆcoeva,a1q and show that rε is a reflection operator. We first show that rε is unitary.
Choose a unitary T P HompWa1 ,Waq. Then by the up to unitary uniqueness of standard
ev, there exists a unitary K P HompWa,Waq such that reva,a1 “ eva,apK b T q, reva1,a “
eva,apT b Kq. By (2.3), eva,apK b 1aq “ eva,ap1a b K_q. Therefore reva,a1 “ eva,ap1a b
pK_qT q. Thus rε “ pι˚µ b 1aqp1a b T ˚pK_q˚qp1a b coeva,aq “ p10 b T ˚pK_q˚qpι˚µ b
1aqp1a b coeva,aq, which, together with (2.8), implies rε “ T ˚pK_q˚ε. Thus rε is unitary
since ε,K_, T are unitary.
Now, from the definition of rε, we see that reva1,aprε b 1aq “ ι˚µ. Therefore reva1,aprε b
1aq “ eva,apε b 1aq. Using this fact, one can now easily check that (2.6) and (2.7) hold
for rε and the standard rev of Wa,Wa1 .
We now relate s-unitary C-algebras with unitary VOA extensions. First we need a
lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let U be a preunitary CFT-type extension of V , AU “ pWa, µ, ιq the associated
RepupV q-algebra, and Wa the contragredient module of Wa. Then U is a unitary VOA if and
only if there exists a unitary ε P HompWa,Waq satisfying for all wpaq P Wa that
Yµpwpaq, zq “ Yµ:pεwpaq, zq, (2.9)
εYµpε˚wpaq, zqε˚ “ Yµpwpaq, zq. (2.10)
Proof. Suppose that such ε exists, then by proposition 1.3 and the definition of adjoint
and conjugate intertwining operators, U is unitary. Conversely, if U is unitary, then by
proposition 1.3 there exists a unitary map ε : Wa Ñ Wa such that (2.9) and (2.10) are
true. Moreover, by proposition 1.4, ε is a homomorphism of U -modules. So it is also a
homomorphism of V -modules. This proves ε P HompWa,Waq.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.12. Let V be a regular, CFT-type, and completely unitary VOA. Let U be a CFT-
type preunitary extension of V , and let AU “ pWa, µ, ιq be the haploid commutative RepupV q-
algebra associated to U . Then U is unitary if and only if AU is s-unitary.
Proof. Following convention 2.6, we letWa be the contragredient V -module ofWa, and
choose standard ev for Wa,Wa as in chapter 1. By lemma 2.11 and relation (1.2), the
unitarity of U is equivalent to the existence of a unitary ε P HompWa,Waq satisfying
µ “ µ:pεb 1aq, εµpε˚ b ε˚q “ µ. (2.11)
Now, by theorem 1.11, µ: “ peva,ab1aqp1abµ˚q. Thus µ:pεb1aq “ peva,ab1aqpεbµ˚q.
Therefore the first equation of (2.11) is equivalent to the first one of (2.5). By corollary
1.12, µ “ pßa,aµ˚q_ “ ppµß´1a,aq˚q_, which equals pµ˚q_ by the commutativity of AU .
Therefore the second equation of (2.11) is also equivalent to that of (2.5). We conclude
that ε satisfies (2.11) if and only if ε is a reflection operator. Thus the unitarity of U
is equivalent to the existence of a reflection operator under the standard ev, which is
precisely the s-unitarity of AU .
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2.4 Unitary C-algebras and C˚-Frobenius algebras
Let A “ pWa, µ, ιq be a C-algebra. A is called a C˚-Frobenius algebra in C if p1a b
µqpµ˚ b 1aq “ µ˚µ. By taking adjoint we have the equivalent condition µ˚µ “ pµ b
1aqp1a b µ˚q. Assume in this section that all line segments in the pictures are labeled
by a. Then these two equations read
“ “ . (2.12)
A special (i.e. µµ˚ P C1a) C˚-Frobenius algebra is called a Q-system.6 We remark
that the C-algebra A is a Q-system if and only if it is special. In other words, the
Frobenius relations (2.12) are consequences of the unit property, the associativity, and
the specialness of A; see [LR97] or [BKLR15] lemma 3.7.
The main goal of this section is to relate (s-)unitarity to Frobenius property. More
precisely, we shall show
Unitary C-algebras “ C˚-Frobenius algebras
Y
Special unitary C-algebras “ Q-systems
Y
Special s-unitary C-algebras “ standard Q-systems. (2.13)
Moreover, under the assumption of haploid condition, all these notions are equivalent.
In the process of the proof we shall also see that (2.7) is a consequence of (2.6). Thus
the definition of reflection operator can be simplified to assume only (2.6).
To begin with, let us fix a dual Wa of Wa together with evaluations eva,a, eva,a of
Wa,Wa. Choose a unitary ε P HompWa,Waq.
Proposition 2.13. If ε satisfies (2.6), then eva,apεb 1aq “ eva,ap1a b εq; equivalently,
“ . (2.14)
Proof. Take the adjoint of (2.6) and apply pεb 1aq to the bottom, we have
“ .
Bending the left legs to the top proves that µ equals
. (2.15)
6We warn the reader that in the literature there is no agreement on whether standardness is required
in the definition of Q-systems. For example, the Q-systems in [BKLR15] are in fact standard Q-systems
in our paper.
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We thus see that the right hand side of (2.6) equals (2.15). Finally, we apply ι˚ to their
bottoms and use the unit property. This proves equation (2.14).
Corollary 2.14. If ε and the evaluations eva,a, eva,a of Wa,Wa satisfy (2.6), then there ex-
ists an evaluation reva,a for the self-dual object Wa such that rε :“ 1a P EndpWaq and reva,a
also satisfy (2.6). Moreover, if eva,a, eva,a are standard, then one can also choose reva,a to be
standard.
Proof. We remind the reader that the definition of the evaluations of a self-dual object
is given at the beginning of section 2.2. Assuming that ε : Wa Ñ Wa satisfies (2.6), we
simply define reva,a P HompWa bWa,W0q to be the left and also the right hand side of
(2.14), i.e.,
eva,a :“ eva,apεb 1aq “ eva,ap1a b εq. (2.16)
Then one easily checks that p reva,a b 1aqp1a bĆcoeva,aq “ 1a where Ćcoeva,a :“ p reva,aq˚,
and that 1a and reva,a also satisfy (2.6). If the ev for Wa,Wa are standard, then reva,a is
also standard by the unitarity of ε.
We shall write reva,a as eva,a instead. Then the above corollary says that when (2.6)
holds, we may well assume that a “ a, eva,a “ eva,a (which is written as eva,a), and
ε “ 1a. Pictorially, we may remove the arrows and the ‚ on the strings to simplify
calculations. Moreover, by (2.6) and the unit property one has eva,a “ ι˚µ:
“ . (2.17)
We now prove the main results of this section. Recall that C is a C˚-tensor category
with simple W0 and A “ pWa, µ, ιq is a C-algebra.
Theorem 2.15. A is a unitary C-algebra if and only if A is a C˚-Frobenius algebra in C.
Theorem 2.16. If there existsWa dual toWa, evaluations eva,a, eva,a ofWa,Wa, and a unitary
ε P HompWa,Waq satisfying (2.6), then ε also satisfies (2.7). Consequently, ε is a reflection
operator, and A is unitary.
We prove the two theorems simultaneously.
Proof. Step 1. Suppose there exists a dual object Wa, evaluations of Wa,Wa, and a
unitary morphism ε : Wa Ñ Wa satisfying (2.6). We assume that a “ a, eva,a :“ eva,a “
eva,a is an evaluation of Wa, and ε “ 1a. Then
“ “ “ ,
where we have used successively equation (2.6), associativity, and again equation (2.6)
in the above equations. This proves the first and hence also the second equation of
(2.12). We conclude that A is a C˚-Frobenius algebra.
Step 2. Assume that A is a C˚-Frobenius algebra in C. We shall show that Wa is
self-dual, and construct a reflection operator. Define eva,a P HompWa b Wa,W0q to
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be eva,a “ ι˚µ (see (2.17)). One then easily verifies peva,a b 1aqp1a b peva,aq˚q “ 1a by
applying respectively 1abι and ι˚b1a to the top and the bottom of the second equation
of (2.12), and then applying the unit property. This shows that Wa is self-dual and
eva,a “ ι˚µ is an evaluation of Wa. Therefore we can also omit arrows. Apply ι˚ b 1a
and 1a b ι˚ to the bottoms of the second and the first equation of (2.12) respectively,
and then use the unit property and equation (2.17), we obtain
“ “ , (2.18)
which proves that 1a and eva,a satisfy equation (2.6). Since the first and the third items
of (2.18) are equal, we take the adjoint of them and bend their left or right legs to the
top to obtain
“ “ . (2.19)
In other words, µ is invariant under clockwise and anticlockwise “1-click rotations”.
Thus µ equals the clockwise 1-click rotation of the left hand side of (2.18), which proves
(2.7) for 1a and eva,a. By (2.16), ε and the original evaluations eva,a, eva,a also satisfy
equation (2.7). Therefore ε is a reflection operator of A with respect to Wa and the
given evaluations of Wa,Wa. This finishes the proof of the two theorems.
Corollary 2.17. A is a special unitary C-algebra if and only if A is a Q-system.
Proof. Q-systems are by definition special C˚-Frobenius algebras.
We now relate s-unitarity and standardness. We have seen that if A is unitary
then eva,a “ ι˚µ is an evaluation of Wa. Therefore, setting coeva,a “ eva˚,a, we have
eva,acoeva,a “ DA10 by the definition of DA. By the minimizing property of standard
evaluations, we haveDA ě da, with equality holds if and only if eva,a is standard. Note
that 1a is a reflection operator with respect to eva,a. Therefore we have the following:
Proposition 2.18. Let A be unitary. Then eva,a :“ ι˚µ is an evaluation of the self-dual object
Wa, and DA ě da. Moreover, we have DA “ da if and only if A is s-unitary.
Corollary 2.19. A is a special s-unitary C-algebra if and only if A is a standard Q-system.
Proof. By theorem 2.15 and the definition of Q-systems, A is a standard Q-system if
and only if A is a special unitary C-algebra satisfying DA “ da. Thus the corollary
follows immediately from the above proposition.
Thus we’ve finished proving the relations (2.13) given at the beginning of this sec-
tion.
Proposition 2.20. Assuming haploid condition, the six notions in (2.13) are equivalent.
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Proof. Let A be a haploid C˚-Frobenius algebra in C. Then by [BKLR15] lemma 3.3, A
is special. The standardness follows from [LR97] section 6 (see also [Mu¨g03] remark
5.6-3, or [NY17] theorem 2.9). Therefore A is a standard Q-system.
We can now restate the main result of the last section (theorem 2.12) in the follow-
ing way:
Theorem 2.21. Let V be a regular, CFT-type, and completely unitary VOA. Let U be a CFT-
type preunitary extension of V , and let AU “ pWa, µ, ιq be the haploid commutative RepupV q-
algebra associated to U . Then U is a unitary extension of V if and only if AU is a C˚-Frobenius
algebra. If this is true then AU is also a standard Q-system.
Let us give an application of this theorem.
Corollary 2.22. The c ă 1 CFT-type unitary VOAs are in one to one correspondence with the
irreducibile conformal nets with the same central charge c. Their classifications are given by
[KL04] table 3.
Proof. As shown in [KL04] proposition 3.5, c ă 1 irreducible conformal nets are pre-
cisely irreducible finite-index extensions of the Virasoro net Ac with central charge
c. Thus they are in 1-1 correspondence with the haploid commutative Q-systems in
RepsspAcq, where RepsspAcq is the unitary modular tensor category of the semisim-
ple representations of Ac. By [Gui18] theorem 5.1, RepsspAcq is unitarily equivalent
to RepupV q, where V is the unitary Virasoro VOA with central charge c. By [HKL15]
theorem 3.2, haploid commutative RepupV q-algebras with trivial twist are in 1-1 corre-
spondence with CFT-type extensions of V . Thus, by theorem 2.21 and the equivalence
of unitary modular tensor categories, CFT-type unitary extensions of V ô haploid
commutative Q-systems in RepsspAcq. (The trivial twist condition is redundant; see
theorem 3.25.) But also CFT-type unitary extensions of V ô unitary VOAs with cen-
tral charge c by [DL14] theorem 5.1. This proves the desired result.
2.5 Strong unitarity of unitary VOA extensions
Starting from this section, A “ pWa, µ, ιq is assumed to be a unitary C-algebra, or
equivalently, aC˚-Frobenius algebra in C. We say that pWi, µLq (resp. pWi, µRq)7 is a left
A-module (resp. right A-module), if Wi is an object in C, and µL P HompWa bWi,Wiq
(resp. µR P HompWi bWa,Wiq) satisfies the unit property
µLpιb 1aq resp. µRp1a b ιq “ 1a (2.20)
and the associativity:
µLp1a b µLq “ µLpµb 1iq resp. µRpµR b 1aq “ µRp1i b µq. (2.21)
We write µL “ , µL˚ “ , µR “ , µR˚ “ . If pWi, µLq is a left
A-module and pWi, µRq is a right A-module, we say that pWi, µL, µRq is an A-bimodule
if the following bimodule associativity holds:
µRpµL b 1aq “ µLp1a b µRq. (2.22)
7Later we will write µL and µR as µiL and µ
i
R to emphasize the dependence of µL, µR on the Wi.
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We leave it to the reader to draw the pictures of associativity and unit property. We
abbreviate pWi, µLq, pWi, µRq, or pWi, µL, µRq to Wi when no confusion arises.
Set eva,a “ ι˚µ as in the last section. A left (resp. right) A-module pWi, µLq (resp.
pWi, µRq) is called unitary, if
µL “ peva,a b 1iqp1a b µ˚Lq resp. µR “ p1i b eva,aqpµ˚R b 1aq. (2.23)
AnA-bimodule pWa, µL, µRq is called unitary if pWa, µLq is a unitary leftA-module and
pWa, µRq is a unitary right A-module. Unitarity can be stated for any evaluations and
reflection operators:
Proposition 2.23. Let Wa be dual to Wa, eva,a, eva,a evaluations of Wa,a,Wa,a, and ε : Wa Ñ
Wa a reflection operator. Then a left (resp. right) A-module pWa, µLq (resp. pWa, µRq) is
unitary if and only if
µL “ peva,a b 1iqpεb µ˚Lq resp. µR “ p1i b eva,aqpµ˚R b εq. (2.24)
Graphically,
a i
i
“
a i
i
resp.
ai
i
“
ai
i
. (2.25)
Proof. This is obvious since we have equations (2.16).
If Wi and Wj are left (resp. right) A-modules, then a morphism F P HompWi,Wjq
of C is called a left (resp. right) A-module morphism, if
µLp1a b F q “ FµL resp. µRpF b 1aq “ FµR, (2.26)
pictorially,
a i
j
j “
a i
j
i resp.
ai
j
j “
ai
j
i . (2.27)
We let HomA,´pWi,Wjq (resp. Hom´,ApWi,Wjq) be the vector space of left (resp. right)
A-module morphisms. If Wi,Wj are A-bimodules, then we set HomApWi,Wjq “
HomA,´pWi,Wjq X Hom´,ApWi,Wjq to be the vector space of A-bimodule mor-
phisms. In the case Wi “ Wj , we write these spaces of morphisms as
EndA,´pWiq,End´,ApWiq,EndApWiq respectively. Wi is called a simple or irreducible
left A-module (resp. right A-module, A-bimodule) if EndA,´pWiq (resp. End´,ApWiq,
EndApWiq) is spanned by 1i. The following proposition is worth noting:
Proposition 2.24 (cf. [NY16] section 6.1). The category of unitary left A-modules (resp.
right A-modules, A-bimodules) is a C˚-category whose ˚-structure inherits from that of C. In
particular, this category is closed under finite orthogonal direct sums and subobjects.
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Proof. If Wi,Wj are unitary left A-modules and F P HomA,´pWi,Wjq, one can easily
check that F ˚ P HomA,´pWj,Wiq using figures (2.25) and (2.27). Hence, the C˚-ness of
the category of left A-modules follows from that of C. Existence of finite orthogonal
direct sums follow from that of C. If p P EndA,´pWiq is a projection of the unitary leftA-
module pWi, µiLq, we choose an object Wk in C and a partial isometry u P HompWi,Wkq
such that uu˚ “ 1k, u˚u “ p. Then pWk, uµiLu˚q is easily verified to be a unitary left
A-module. Note that the fact that p intertwines the left action of A is used to verify the
associativity.
The cases of right modules and bimodules are proved in a similar way.
A left A-module (resp. right A-module, A-bimodule) Wi is called C-dualizable if
Wi is a dualizable object in C. Wi is called unitarizable if there exists a unitary left A-
module (resp. right A-module, A-bimodule) Wj and an invertible F P HomA,´pWi,Wjq
(resp. F P Hom´,ApWi,Wjq, F P HomApWi,Wjq).
Corollary 2.25. The category of unitary C-dualizable left A-modules (resp. right A-modules,
A-bimodules) is a semisimple C˚-category whose ˚-structure inherits from that of C.
Proof. Suppose Wi is a C-dualizable left A-module. Then EndApWiq is a C˚-subalgebra
of the finite dimensional C˚-algebra EpWiq. Thus EndApWiq is a direct sum of matrix
algebras which implies that Wi is a finite orthogonal direct sum of irreducible left A-
modules. The other types of modules are treated in a similar way.
We are now going to prove the first main result of this section, that any C-dualizable
module is unitarizable. First we need a lemma.
Lemma 2.26. Let Wi,Wk be C-dualizable left A-modules (resp. right A-modules, A-
bimodules). If Wk is unitary, and there exists a surjective F P HomA,´pWk,Wiq (resp.
F P Hom´,ApWk,Wiq, F P HomApWk,Wiq), then Wi is unitarizable. In particular, Wi is
semisimple as a left A-module (resp. right A-module, A-bimodule).
We remark that this lemma is obvious when Wi is already known to be semisimple
as a left, right or bi A-module, which is enough for our application to representations
of VOA extensions. (Indeed, the extension U of V considered in this paper is always
regular, hence its modules are semisimple.) Those who are only interested in the ap-
plication to VOAs can skip the following proof.
Proof. We only prove this for left modules, since the other cases can be proved simi-
larly. Write the two modules as pWi, µiLq, pWk, µkLq. Note that F ˚F is a positive element
in the finite dimensionalC˚-algebra EndpWkq. So limnÑ8pF ˚F q1{n converges under the
C˚-norm to a projection P P EndpWkqwhich is the range projection of F ˚. SetG “ PµkL
and H “ PµkLp1a b P q which are morphisms in HompWa bWk,Wkq. Then using (2.27)
and the fact that F “ FP , we obtain FG “ FH , since both equal FµkL. Therefore
pF ˚F qnG “ pF ˚F qnH for any integer n ą 0, and hence pF ˚F q1{nG “ pF ˚F q1{nH by
polynomial interpolation. Thus G “ PG “ PH “ H . We conclude
PµkL “ PµkLp1a b P q. (2.28)
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This equation, together with (2.25), shows p1a b P qpµkLq˚ “ p1a b P qpµkLq˚P , whose
adjoint is
µkLp1a b P q “ PµkLp1a b P q. (2.29)
We can therefore combine (2.28) and (2.29) to get PµkL “ µkLp1a b P q. In other
words, P is a projection in EndA,´pWkq. Thus, by proposition 2.24, one can find
a unitary left A-module Wj and a partial isometry K P HomA,´pWj,Wkq satisfying
K˚K “ 1j and KK˚ “ P . Therefore the left A-module Wi is equivalent to Wj since
FK P HomA,´pWj,Wiq is invertible.
Theorem 2.27. C-dualizable left A-modules, right A-modules, and A-bimodules are unitariz-
able.
In particular, when C is rigid, any left A-module, right A-module, or A-bimodule is
unitarizable.
Proof. For any C-dualizable object Wi in C the induced left A-module pWabWi, µb1iq,
abbreviated to WabWi, is clearly C-dualizable. By the unitarity of A, one easily checks
that Wa bWi is a unitary left A-module. Now assume that pWi, µLq is a left A-module.
Then µL P HomA,´pWa bWi,Wiq. Moreover, µL is surjective since pι b 1iqµL “ 1i is
surjective. Therefore Wi is unitarizable by lemma 2.26. The case of right modules is
proved in a similar way. In the case that pWi, µL, µRq is a C-dualizable A-bimodule,
we notice that pWa bWi bWa, µ b 1i b 1a,1a b 1i b µq is a unitary A-bimodule, and
µRpµLb1aq “ µLp1abµRq P HomApWabWibWa,Wiqwhose surjectivity follows again
from the unit property. Thus, again, Wi is a unitarizable A-bimodule.
In the case thatA is special, there is another proof of unitarizability due to [BKLR15]
which does not require dualizability. To begin with, we say that a left A-module
pWi, µLq is standard if µLµL˚ P C1i. We now follow the argument of [BKLR15] lemma
3.22. For any left A-module pWi, µLq, ∆ :“ pµLµL˚q1{2 is invertible. Therefore pWi, µLq
is equivalent to pWi, rµLq where rµL “ ∆´1µLp1a b ∆q. Using associativity and the fact
that µµ˚ “ dA1a, one can check that pWi, rµLq is standard and rµLrµL˚ “ dA1i. In partic-
ular, if pWi, µLq is standard then ∆ is a constant and hence rµL “ µL. Thus we must
have µLµL˚ “ dA1i. This proves that any left A-module is equivalent to a standard
left A-module, that any standard left A-module must satisfy µLµL˚ “ dA1a. Moreover,
by [BKLR15] formula (3.4.5), any standard left A-module is unitary. Conversely, if
pWi, µLq is unitary, one can check that µLµL˚ P EndA,´pWiq and hence ∆ P EndA,´pWiq.
This proves that rµL “ µL and hence that pWi, µLq is standard. Right A-modules
can be proved in a similar way. When pWi, µL, µRq is an A-bimodule, we define
µLR “ µRpµL b 1aq “ µLp1a b µRq, and say that the A-bimodule Wi is standard if
µLRµL˚R P C1i (cf. [BKLR15] section 3.6). With the help of ∆ :“ pµLRµL˚Rq1{2 one
can prove similar results as of left A-modules, with the only exception being that
µLRµL˚R “ d2A1i. We summarize the discussion in the following theorems:
Theorem 2.28. If A is a Q-system in C, then all left A-modules, right A-modules, and A-
bimodules are unitarizable.
Theorem 2.29. Let A be a Q-system in C, and pWi, µLq (resp. pWi, µRq, pWi, µL, µRq) a left
A-module (resp. right A-module, A-bimodule). Then the following statements are equivalent.
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• Wi is unitary.
• Wi is standard.
• µLµL˚ “ dA1i (left A-module case), or µRµR˚ “ dA1i (right A-module case), or
µLRµL˚R “ d2A1i where µLR “ µRpµL b 1aq “ µLp1a b µRq (A-bimodule case).
If C is braided with braid operator ß, and if A is commutative, a left A-module
pWi, µLq is called single-valued if µL “ µLß2 (more precisely, µL “ µLßi,aßa,i). If
pWi, µLq is a single-valued left A-module, then pWi, µRq is a right A-module where
µR “ µLßi,a “ µLß´1a,i . Moreover, by the associativity of pWi, µLq, pWi, µL, µRq is an
A-bimodule. We summarize that when C is braided and A is commutative, any single-
valued left A-module is an A-bimodule. Moreover, if Wi is a unitary single-valued left
A-module, the it is also a unitary A-bimodule. The category of (unitary) single-valued
left A-module is naturally a full subcategory of the (C˚-)categories of (unitary) left
A-modules, (unitary) right A-modules, and (unitary) A-bimodules.
With the results obtained so far, we prove that any CFT-type unitary extension U
of V is strongly unitary. Let AU “ pWa, µ, ιq be the Q-system associated to U . Suppose
that Wi is a U -module with vertex operator YµL . Then Wi is also a V -module, thus
me may fix an inner product x¨|¨y on the vector space Wi under which Wi becomes a
unitary V -module. We call Wi, together with x¨|¨y, a preunitary U -module. Moreover,
YµL can be regarded as a unitary intertwining operator of V of type
`
i
a i
˘
. Thus µL P
HompWa b Wi,Wiq. One can check that pWi, µLq is a single-valued left AU -module.
Indeed, unit property is obvious, associativity follows from the Jacobi identity for YµL ,
and single-valued property follows from the fact that YµLp¨, zq has only integer powers
of z. Conversely, any preunitary U -module arises from a single-valued AU -module.
Thus the category of preunitary U -modules is naturally equivalent to the category of
single-valued left AU -modules. See [HKL15] for more details.
To discuss the unitarizability of U -modules, the following is needed:
Theorem 2.30. If U is a CFT-type unitary extension of V and Wi is a preunitary U -module,
then Wi is a unitary U -module if and only if Wi is a unitary left AU -module. If this is true
then Wi is also a unitary AU -bimodule.
Proof. LetWa be the contragredient module ofWa, eva,a, eva,a the evaluations ofWa,Wa
defined in chapter 1, and ε : U “ Wa Ñ U “ Wa the reflection operator with respect
to the chosen dual and evaluations. By equation (1.22) and the definition of adjoint
intertwining operators, Wi is unitary if and only if YµLpwpaq, zq “ Yµ:Lpεwpaq, zq for any
wpaq P Wa “ U . From equation (1.2) we know that Wi is unitary if and only if µL “
µ:Lpε b 1iq. With the help of theorem 1.11, this equation is equivalent to µL “ peva,a b
1iqpε b µL˚q, which by proposition 2.23 means precisely the unitarity of the left AU -
module Wi. If we already have that Wi is a unitary left AU -module, then, since Wi is
single-valued, it is also a unitary A-bimodule.
We now prove the strong unitarity of U .
Theorem 2.31. If V is a CFT-type, regular, and completely unitary VOA, and U is a CFT-type
unitary extension of V , then U is strongly unitary, i.e., any U -module is unitarizable.
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Proof. Since U -modules are clearly preunitarizable, we choose a preunitary U -module
Wi. Then by either theorem 2.27 or theorem 2.28, Wi is unitarizable as a left AU -
module. Thus, by equation (1.2) and theorem 2.30, Wi is unitarizable as a U -
module.
3 C˚-tensor categories associated to Q-systems and uni-
tary VOA extensions
3.1 Unitary tensor products of unitary bimodules of Q-systems
In this chapter, C is a C˚-tensor category with simple W0 as before, and A “
pWa, µ, ιq is a Q-system (i.e., special C˚-Frobenius algebra) in C. Set evaluation eva,a “
ι˚µ as usual. We suppress the label a in diagram calculus. Let BIMupAq be the C˚-
category of unitary A-bimodules whose morphisms are A-bimodule morphisms. In
this and the next sections, we discuss how to equip BIMupAq with a unitary tensor
structure. See [NY16, KO02, CKM17] for reference.
Choose unitary A-bimodules pWi, µiL, µiRq, pWj, µjL, µjRq. Then Wi bWj is a unitary
A-bimodule with left action µiLb 1j and right action 1ib µjR. Define Ψi,j P HomApWib
Wa bWj,Wi bWjq and χi,j P EndApWi bWjq to be
Ψi,j “ µiR b 1j ´ 1i b µjL, (3.1)
χi,j “ p1i b µjLqppµiRq˚ b 1jq “ pµiR b 1jqp1i b pµjLq˚q. (3.2)
Definition 3.1. LetWi,Wj be unitaryA-bimodules. We say that pWij, µi,jq (abbreviated
to Wij when no confusion arises) is a tensor product of Wi,Wj over A (cf. [CKM17]), if
• Wij “ pWij, µijL , µijRq is an A-bimodule, µi,j P HomApWi bWj,Wijq,8 and µi,jΨi,j “
0.
• (Universal property) If pWk, µkL, µkRq is a unitary A-bimodule, α P HomApWi b
Wj,Wkq, and αΨi,j “ 0,9 then there exists a unique rα P HomApWij,Wkq satisfying
α “ rαµi,j . In this case, we say that rα is induced by α via the tensor product Wij .
The tensor product pWij, µi,jq is called unitary ifWij is a unitaryA-bimodule and χi,j “
µi˚,jµi,j .
We write µi,j “ , µi˚,j “ . Then the equation χi,j “ µi˚,jµi,j reads
i j
ji
“
i j
i j
“
i j
i j
ij , (3.3)
8One should not confuse ib j and ij. By our notation, Wibj “Wi bWj is different from Wij .
9Such α is called a categorical intertwining operator in [CKM17].
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which is a special case of the Frobenius relations for unitary tensor products to be
proved later (theorem 3.14). (Note that the first equality of (3.3) follows from the uni-
tarity of Wi and Wj .)
The existence of a tensor product is clear if one assumes moreover that C is abelian:
Let Wij be a cokernel of Ψi,j , and define the bimodule structure on Wij using that of
Wi b Wj . Then Wij becomes a tensor product over A of Wi and Wj ; see [KO02] for
more details. However, to make the tensor product unitary one has to be more careful
when choosing the cokernel. In the following, we proceed in a slightly different way
motivated by [BKLR15] section 3.7, and we do not require the abelianess of C. To begin
with, using µµ˚ “ dA1a one verifies easily that χ2i,j “ dAχi,j . Therefore,
Lemma 3.2 ([BKLR15] lemma 3.36). d´1A χi,j P EndApWi bWjq is a projection.
By proposition 2.24, there exists a unitary A-bimodule Wij and a partial isometry
ui,j P HomApWi bWj,Wijq satisfying ui,jui˚,j “ 1ij and ui˚,jui,j “ d´1A χi,j . Setting µi,j “?
dAui,j , one obtains µi˚,jµi,j “ χi,j (equations (3.3)) and µi,jµi˚,j “ dA1ij . We now show
that pWij, µi,jq is a unitary tensor product.
Proposition 3.3. Let Wij be a unitary A-bimodules, and µi,j P HomApWi bWj,Wijq. Then
pWij, µi,jq is a unitary tensor product of Wi,Wj over A if and only if µi˚,jµi,j “ χi,j and
µi,jµi˚,j “ dA1ij .
Proof. “If”: Since µi˚,jµi,j “ χi,j and the unitarity of the A-bimodule Wij are assumed, it
suffices to show thatWij is a tensor product. Since χi,jΨi,j clearly equals 0, we compute
µi,jΨi,j “ d´1A µi,jµ˚i,jµi,jΨi,j “ d´1A µi,jχi,jΨi,j “ 0. (3.4)
If Wk is a unitary A-bimodule, α P HomApWi bWj,Wkq, and αΨi,j “ 0, then one can
set rα “ d´1A αµi˚,j and compute
rαµi,j “ d´1A αµ˚i,jµi,j “ d´1A αχi,j “ d´1A αpµiRpµiRq˚ b 1jq “ α,
where we have used αΨi,j “ 0 and µiRpµiRq˚ “ dA1i (theorem 2.29) respectively to
prove the third and the fourth equalities. If there is another pα satisfying also α “ pαµi,j ,
then pα “ d´1A pαµi,jµi˚,j “ d´1A αµi˚,j “ rα. Thus the universal property is checked.
“Only if”: This will be proved after the next theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let Wi,Wj be unitary A-bimodules. Then unitary tensor products over A
of Wi,Wj exist and are unique up to unitaries. More precisely, uniqueness means that if
pWij, µi,jq and pWi‚j, ηi,jq are unitary tensor products of Wi,Wj over A, then there exists a
(unique) unitary u P HomApWij,Wi‚jq such that ηi,j “ uµi,j .
Proof. Existence has already been proved. We now prove the uniqueness. Since ηi,j P
HomApWi b Wj,Wi‚jq is annihilated by Ψi,j , by the universal property for pWij, µi,jq
there exists a unique u P HomApWij,Wi‚jq satisfying ηi,j “ uµi,j . In other words u is the
A-bimodule morphism induced by ηi,j . It remains to prove that u is unitary.
We first show that u is invertible. By the universal property for pWi‚j, ηi,jq, there
exists v P HomApWi‚j,Wijq such that µi,j “ vηi,j . Thus ηi,j “ uvηi,j . Therefore, uv is
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induced by ηi,j via the tensor product Wi‚j . But 1i‚j is clearly also induced by ηi,j via
Wi‚j . Therefore uv “ 1i‚j . Similarly vu “ 1ij . This proves that u is invertible.
We now calculate
µ˚i,ju
˚uµi,j “ η˚i,jηi,j “ χi,j “ µ˚i,jµi,j.
By the universal property, µi˚,ju˚u and µi˚,j are equal since they are induced by the
same morphism via Wij . So u˚uµi,j “ µi,j . By the universal property again, we have
u˚u “ 1ij . Therefore u is unitary.
Proof of the “only if” part of Proposition 3.3. By the “if” part of proposition 3.3 and the
paragraph before that, there exists a unitary tensor product pWij, µi,jq satisfying
µi,jµi˚,j “ dA1ij . By uniqueness up to unitaries, this equation holds for any unitary
tensor product.
In the remaining part of this section, we generalize the notion of unitary tensor
product to more than two unitary A-bimodules. For simplicity we only discuss the
case of three bimodules. The more general cases can be treated in a similar fashion
and are thus left to the reader.
Choose unitary A-bimodules Wi,Wj,Wk with left actions µiL, µ
j
L, µ
k
L and right ac-
tions µiR, µ
j
R, µ
k
R respectively. Then pWibWjbWk, µiLb1jb1k,1ib1jbµkRq is a unitary
A-bimodule.
Lemma 3.5. χi,j b 1k and 1i b χj,k commute. Define χi,j,k P EndApWi bWj bWkq to be
their product. Then d´2A χi,j,k is a projection.
Proof. The commutativity of these two morphisms is verified using the commutativity
of the left and right actions of Wj . Thus d´1A χi,j b 1k and d´1A 1i b χj,k are commuting
projections, whose product is therefore also a projection.
Definition 3.6. pWijk, µi,j,kq (or Wijk for short) is called a unitary tensor product of
Wi,Wj,Wk over A, if
• Wijk “ pWijk, µijkL , µijkR q is a unitary A-bimodule, µi,j,k P HomApWi b Wj b
Wk,Wijkq, and µi,j,kpΨi,j b 1kq “ µi,j,kp1i bΨj,kq “ 0.
• (Universal property) If pWl, µlL, µlRq is a unitary A-bimodule, α P HomApWi b
Wj b Wk,Wlq, and αpΨi,j b 1kq “ αp1i b Ψj,kq “ 0, then there exists a uniquerα P HomApWijk,Wlq satisfying α “ rαµi,j,k. In this case, we say that rα is induced
by α via the tensor product Wijk.
• (Unitarity) χi,j,k “ µi,j,kµi˚,j,k.
Proposition 3.7. LetWijk be a unitaryA-bimodules, and µi,j,k P HomApWibWjbWk,Wijkq.
Then pWijk, µi,j,kq is a unitary tensor product of Wi,Wj,Wk over A if and only if µi˚,j,kµi,j,k “
χi,j,k and µi,j,kµi˚,j,k “ d2A1ijk.
Theorem 3.8. Unitary tensor products of Wi,Wj,Wk exist and are unique up to unitaries.
We omit the proofs of these two results since they can be proved in a similar way
as proposition 3.3 and theorem 3.4.
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3.2 C˚-tensor categories associated to Q-systems
We are now ready to define the unitary tensor structure on the C˚-category
BIMupAq of unitary A-bimodules. The tensor bifunctor bA is defined as follows.
For any unitary A-bimodules Wi,Wj , we choose a unitary tensor product pWij, µi,jq.
Then Wi bA Wj is just the unitary A-bimodule Wij . To define tensor product of mor-
phisms, we choose another pair of unitary A-bimodules Wi1 ,Wj1 , and choose any
F P HomApWi,Wi1q and G P HomApWj,Wj1q. Of course, there is also a chosen uni-
tary tensor product pWi1j1 , µi1,j1q of Wi1 ,Wj1 over A. Since F bG : Wi bWj Ñ Wi1 bWj1
is clearly an A-bimodule morphism, we have µi1,j1pF bGq P HomApWibWj,Wi1j1q, and
one can easily show that µi1,j1pF b GqΨi,j “ 0. Therefore, by universal property, there
exists a unique morphism in HomApWij,Wi1j1q, denoted by F bA G, such that
µi1,j1pF bGq “ pF bA Gqµi,j. (3.5)
This defines the tensor product of F and G in BIMupAq. We now show that bA is a ˚-
bifunctor. Notice that F ˚bAG˚ is defined by µi,jpF ˚bG˚q “ pF ˚bAG˚qµi1,j1 . Therefore,
using pF bGq˚ “ F ˚ bG˚ we compute
pF bA Gq˚ “ d´1A µijµ˚ijpF bA Gq˚ “ d´1A µijpF bGq˚µ˚i1,j1 “ d´1A µijpF ˚ bG˚qµ˚i1,j1
“d´1A pF ˚ bA G˚qµi1,j1µ˚i1,j1 “ F ˚ bA G˚.
To construct associativity isomorphisms we need the following:
Proposition 3.9. Let Wi,Wj,Wk be unitary A-bimodules. Then pWpijqk, µij,kpµi,j b 1kqq and
pWipjkq, µi,jkp1i b µj,kqq are unitary tensor products of Wi,Wj,Wk over A.
Note that here Wpijqk is understood as the unitary tensor product of Wij and Wk
over A, and Wipjkq is understood similarly.
Proof. The two cases can be treated in a similar way so we only prove the first one.
Set µi,j,k “ µij,kpµi,j b 1kq. By proposition 3.7, it suffices to prove µi˚,j,kµi,j,k “ χi,j,k
and µi,j,kµi˚,j,k “ d2A1ijk. The second equation follows directly from that µi,jµi˚,j “ dA1ij
and µij,kµi˚j,k “ dA1pijqk. To prove the first one, we compute (recalling that we have
suppressed the label a)
µ˚i,j,kµi,j,k “
i j k
i j k
pijqkij
ij “
i j k
i j k
ij
ij “
i j k
i j k
ij
“
i j k
i j k
“ χi,j,k.
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Corollary 3.10. For any unitary A-bimodules Wi,Wj,Wk there exists a (unique) unitary
Ai,j,k P HomApWpijqk,Wipjkqq satisfying
µi,jkp1i b µj,kq “ Ai,j,k ¨ µij,kpµi,j b 1kq. (3.6)
We define the unitary associativity isomorphism Wpijqk Ñ Wipjkq to be Ai,j,k.
Proof. This follows immediately from the above proposition and theorem 3.8.
Proposition 3.11 (Pentagon axiom). Let Wi,Wj,Wk,Wl be unitary A-bimodules. Then
p1i bA Aj,k,lqAi,jk,lpAi,j,k bA 1lq “ Ai,j,klAij,k,l (3.7)
Proof. One can define unitary tensor products ofWi,Wj,Wk,Wl overA in a similar way
as those of three unitary A-bimodules. Moreover, using the argument of proposition
3.9 one shows that pWppijqkql, µpijqk,lpµij,kpµi,j b 1kq b 1lqq is a unitary tensor product of
Wi,Wj,Wk,Wl over A. We now compute
p1i bA Aj,k,lqAi,jk,lpAi,j,k bA 1lq ¨ µpijqk,lpµij,kpµi,j b 1kq b 1lq
(3.5)ùùùù p1i bA Aj,k,lqAi,jk,l ¨ µipjkq,lpAi,j,k b 1lqpµij,kpµi,j b 1kq b 1lq
“ p1i bA Aj,k,lqAi,jk,l ¨ µipjkq,lppAi,j,k ¨ µij,kpµi,j b 1kqq b 1lq
(3.6)ùùùù p1i bA Aj,k,lqAi,jk,l ¨ µipjkq,lpµi,jkp1i b µj,kq b 1lq
“ p1i bA Aj,k,lqAi,jk,l ¨ µipjkq,lpµi,jk b 1lqp1i b µj,k b 1lq
(3.6)ùùùù p1i bA Aj,k,lqµi,pjkqlp1i b µjk,lqp1i b µj,k b 1lq
(3.5)ùùùù µi,jpklqp1i b Aj,k,lqp1i b µjk,lqp1i b µj,k b 1lq
“ µi,jpklqp1i b pAj,k,l ¨ µjk,lpµj,k b 1lqqq
(3.6)ùùùù µi,jpklqp1i b µj,klp1j b µk,lqq,
and
Ai,j,klAij,k,l ¨ µpijqk,lpµij,kpµi,j b 1kq b 1lq
“ Ai,j,klAij,k,l ¨ µpijqk,lpµij,k b 1lqpµi,j b 1k b 1lq
(3.6)ùùùù Ai,j,kl ¨ µij,klp1ij b µk,lqpµi,j b 1k b 1lq
“ Ai,j,kl ¨ µij,klpµi,j b 1klqp1i b 1j b µk,lq
(3.6)ùùùù µi,jpklqp1i b µj,klqp1i b 1j b µk,lq “ µi,jpklqp1i b µj,klp1j b µk,lqq.
Thus equation (3.7) holds when both sides are multiplied by µpijqk,lpµij,kpµi,jb1kqb1lq.
Hence equation (3.7) is true by the universal property for the unitary tensor products
of Wi,Wj,Wk,Wl.
We choose the vacuum bimodule pWa, µ, µq to be the identity object of BIMupAq.
Then by proposition 3.3, for any unitary A-bimodule pWi, µiL, µiRq, we have that
pWi, µiLq is a unitary tensor product of Wa b Wi and pWi, µiRq is a unitary tensor
product of Wi b Wa. By uniqueness up to unitaries, there exist unique unitary
li P HomApWai,Wiq and ri P HomApWia,Wiq satisfying
µiL “ liµa,i, µiR “ riµi,a. (3.8)
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Proposition 3.12 (Triangle axiom). For any unitary A-bimodules Wi,Wj we have
p1i bA ljqAi,a,j “ ri bA 1j. (3.9)
Proof. Similar to (and simpler than) the proof of pentagon axiom, we show that
p1i bA ljqAi,a,j ¨ µia,jpµi,a b 1jq “ µi,jp1i b µLj q “ µi,jpµRi b 1jq “ pri bA 1jq ¨ µia,jpµi,a b 1jq,
which proves triangle axiom by universal property.
We conclude:
Theorem 3.13. With the ˚-bifunctor bA, the associativity isomorphisms, the unit object, and
the left and right multiplications by unit defined above, BIMupAq is a C˚-tensor category.
In the following, we identify different ways of unitary tensor products via associa-
tivity isomorphisms, and identify Wai with Wi and Wia with Wi via li and ri respec-
tively. Then BIMupAq becomes a strict C˚-tensor category. We have pijqk “ ipjkq, both
denoted by ijk, and also ai “ i “ ia. Thus the Ai,j,k, li, ri are all identity morphisms.
Therefore µiL “ µa,i, µiR “ µi,a, and in particular µ “ µa,a. Moreover, equation (3.6) now
reads
i j k
ijk
ij “
i j k
jk
ijk
, (3.10)
which means that the left action iñ j and the right action j ð k commute. These two
actions indeed commute adjointly, as indicated below.
Theorem 3.14 (Frobenius relations).
ij k
jki
j
“
ij k
ijk
i jk
,
i jk
ijk
ij k
“
i jk
ij k
j
. (3.11)
Proof. Let F and G be the first and the second item of (3.11). One computes
F pµi,j b 1kq “
jki
jij
i j k
(3.3)ùùùù
jki
i j k
j
“
jki
i j k
jk
(3.3)ùùùù
jki
i j k
jk
ijk
(3.10)ùùùù
jki
i j k
ijk
ij
“ Gpµi,j b 1kq.
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Therefore F “ d´1A F pµi,j b 1kqpµi,j b 1kq˚ “ d´1A Gpµi,j b 1kqpµi,j b 1kq˚ “ G, which
proves the first equation. The second one is the adjoint of the first one.
The above Frobenius relations are the decisive property that makes a tensor
product theory unitary. They are indeed closely related to the locality axiom of the
categorical extensions of conformal nets [Gui18] where the adjoint commutativity of
left and right actions plays a central role. In subsequent works we will relate the
C˚-tensor categories of conformal net extensions and unitary VOA extensions using
Frobenius relations.
We close this section by showing that the C˚-tensor structure of BIMupAq is inde-
pendent of the choice of unitary tensor products. Suppose that we have two systems
of unitary tensor products: for any objects Wi,Wj in BIMupAq we have unitary ten-
sor products pWiˆj, µi,jq, pWi‚j, ηi,jq of Wi,Wj over A, which define (strict) C˚-tensor
categories pBIMupAq,bAq, pBIMupAq,Aq. Tensor products of morphisms are written
as bA,dA respectively. By uniqueness up to unitaries, there exists a unique unitary
Φi,j P HomApWiˆj,Wi‚jq such that
ηi,j “ Φi,jµi,j. (3.12)
Proposition 3.15. Φ is functorial: for any unitary A-modules Wi,Wi1 ,Wj,Wj1 and any F P
HomApWi,Wi1q, G P HomApWj,Wj1q,
Φi1,j1pF bA Gq “ pF dA GqΦi,j. (3.13)
Proof. We compute
Φi1,j1pF bA Gqµi,j “ Φi1,j1 ¨ µi1,j1pF bGq “ ηi1,j1pF bGq “ pF dA Gqηi,j “ pF dA GqΦi,j ¨ µi,j.
Thus the desired equation is proved by universal property.
Theorem 3.16. Φ induces an equivalence of C˚-tensor categories pBIMupAq,bAq »
pBIMupAq,Aq. More precisely, for any unitary A-bimodules Wi,Wj,Wk,
• The following diagram commutes.
Wiˆjˆk
1ibAΦj,kÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wiˆpj‚kq
Φi,jbA1k
§§đ Φi,j‚k§§đ
Wpi‚jqˆk
Φi‚j,kÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wi‚j‚k
. (3.14)
• The following two morphisms equal 1i.
Wi “ Waˆi Φa,iÝÝÑ Wa‚i “ Wi, (3.15)
Wi “ Wiˆa Φi,aÝÝÑ Wi‚a “ Wi. (3.16)
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Proof. To prove the first condition, we calculate
Φi,j‚kp1i bA Φj,kq ¨ µi,jˆkp1i b µj,kq “ Φi,j‚k ¨ µi,j‚kp1i b Φj,kqp1i b µj,kq
“Φi,j‚k ¨ µi,j‚kp1i b Φj,k ¨ µj,kq (3.12)ùùùù ηi,j‚kp1i b ηj,kq (3.10)ùùùù ηi‚j,kpηi,j b 1kq,
and also
Φi‚j,kpΦi,j bA 1kq ¨ µi,jˆkp1i b µj,kq (3.10)ùùùù Φi‚j,kpΦi,j bA 1kq ¨ µiˆj,kpµi,j b 1kq
“Φi‚j,k ¨ µi‚j,kpΦi,j b 1kqpµi,j b 1kq “ Φi‚j,k ¨ µi‚j,kpΦi,jµi,j b 1kq (3.12)ùùùù ηi‚j,kpηi,j b 1kq.
This proves (3.14) since pWiˆjˆk, µi,jˆkp1i b µj,kqq is a unitary tensor product of
Wi,Wj,Wk over A by proposition 3.9.
Let µiL, µ
i
R be the left and right actions of Wi. Then under the identifications i “
aˆ i “ iˆ a “ a ‚ i “ i ‚ a, we know by equations (3.8) that µa,i, ηa,i both equal µiL, and
µi,a, ηi,a both equal µiR. Thus, by (3.12), Φa,i “ 1i “ Φi,a.
3.3 Dualizable unitary bimodules
Let pWi, µiL, µiRq be a unitary A-bimodule as usual. Recall that Wi is called C-
dualizable if it is dualizable as an object in C. The notion of BIMupAq-dualizability is
understood in a similar way. The goal of this section is to show that Wi is C-dualizable
if and only if it is BIMupAq-dualizable, i.e. theorem 3.18. (Cf. [NY16] section 6.2.)
We first assume that Wi is C-dualizable. Our proof of the BIMupAq-dualizability is
motivated by [KO02] lemma 1.16 and [CKM17] proposition 2.77. Notice that Wabiba “
Wa bWi bWa is naturally a unitary A-bimodule with left action µb 1i b 1a and right
action 1a b 1j b µ. Moreover, µiLR :“ µiRpµiL b 1aq “ µiLp1a b µiRq : Wa bWi bWa Ñ Wi
is an A-bimodule morphism, and d´1A µ
i
LR is a partial isometry with range 1i. Therefore
Wi is a subA-bimodule ofWabWibWa, and hence it suffices to show thatWabWibWa
is BIMupAq-dualizable.
Let Wi be a dual object of Wi, and choose evi,i, evi,i of Wi,Wi. Then a natural
candidate of dual bimodule of Wa b Wi b Wa is Wa b Wi b Wa. Let us first un-
derstand their unitary tensor product over A. For this purpose, we choose a gen-
eral unitary A-bimodule pWj, µjL, µjRq, and check easily using proposition 3.3 that
pWabWibWabWjbWa,1ab1ibµb1ib1aq is a unitary tensor product ofWabWibWa
and WabWj bWa over A. We thus define the unitary tensor product of WabWibWa
and Wa bWi bWa over A in this way. Briefly, pab ib aqpab ib aq “ ab ib ab ib a,
and similarly, pab ib aqpab ib aq “ ab ib ab ib a.
We now define evA
abiba,abiba P HomApWabibabiba,Waq and evAabiba,abiba P
HomApWabibabiba,Waq by
evA
abiba,abiba “ µp1a b pevi,ip1i b ι˚ b 1iqq b 1aq,
evA
abiba,abiba “ µp1a b pevi,ip1i b ι˚ b 1iqq b 1aq.
Since we also have pab ib aqpab ib aqpab ib aq “ ab ib ab ib ab ib a, we check
using (3.5) and the associativity of A that
1abiba bA evAabiba,abiba “ 1a b 1i b evAabiba,abiba,
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evA
abiba,abiba bA 1abiba “ evAabiba,abiba b 1i b 1a,
and that evA
abiba,abiba satisfies similar relations. Using these equations it is straight-
forward to check that evA
abiba,abiba and ev
A
abiba,abiba are evaluations in BIM
upAq of
Wa b Wi b Wa and Wa b Wi b Wa, which proves that Wa b Wi b Wa and hence Wi
are BIMupAq-dualizable.
To prove the inverse direction we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.17. Let Wi¯ be a unitary A-module, not yet known to be dual to Wi. Suppose that
we have morphisms evAi,¯i P HomApWi¯i,Waq and evAi¯,i P HomApWi¯i,Waq. Set
evi,¯i “ ι˚evAi,¯i ¨ µi,¯i, evi¯,i “ ι˚evAi¯,i ¨ µi¯,i, (3.17)
and also set coevAi,¯i “ pevAi,¯iq˚, coevAi¯,i “ pevAi¯,iq˚, coevi,¯i “ pevi,¯iq˚, coevi¯,i “ pevi¯,iq˚. Then
p1i¯ b evi,¯iqpcoevi¯,i b 1i¯q “ p1i¯ bA evAi,¯iqpcoevAi¯,i bA 1i¯q, (3.18)
pevi,¯i b 1iqp1i b coevi¯,iq “ pevAi,¯i bA 1iqp1i bA coevAi¯,iq. (3.19)
We say that evi,i and evAi,i, evi,i and ev
A
i,i
are correlated if they satisfy (3.17).
Proof. The two equations can be proved in a similar way, so we only prove the first
one. Let L,R be respectively the left and right hand sides of (3.18). Then
L “
i¯
i
i¯i
i¯i
i¯
(3.11)ùùùù
i¯
i¯i
i¯i
i¯i¯i
i¯
(3.5)ùùùù
i¯
i¯
i¯
i¯
“ R.
Now if Wi is BIMupAq-dualizable, then we can find a unitary A-bimodule Wi dual
to Wi, and evaluations evAi,i, ev
A
i,i
of Wi,Wi in BIM
upAq. Define evi,i, evi,i by equations
(3.17). Then equations (3.18) and (3.19) imply that evi,i, evi,i are evaluations of Wi,Wi
in C. Thus Wi is C-dualizable. This finishes the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.18. If Wi is a unitary A-bimodule, then Wi is C-dualizable if and only if Wi
is BIMupAq-dualizable. Moreover, one can choose correlated evaluations ev, evA in C and
BIMupAq.
By the above theorem, we will no longer distinguish between C- and BIMupAq-
dualizability. Using the same argument as lemma 3.17 one also proves that under cor-
related evaluations, the C-transposes and BIMupAq-transposes of a unitaryA-bimodule
morphism F are equal. Therefore the symbols _F and F_ are defined unambiguously.
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Proposition 3.19. Let Wi,Wj be dualizable unitary A-bimodules. Choose dual objects
Wi,Wj , and evaluations ev, evA (with suitable subscripts) in C and BIMupAq respectively.
Assume that ev, evA are correlated. Then for any F P HomApWi,Wjq, its transposes in C are
the same as those in BIMupAq. More precisely, we have
p1i¯ b evj,j¯qp1i b F b 1jqpcoevi¯,i b 1j¯q
“p1i¯ bA evAj,j¯qp1i bA F bA 1jqpcoevAi¯,i bA 1j¯q, (3.20)
pevj,j b 1iqp1j b F b 1iqp1j b coevi,iq
“pevA
j,j
bA 1iqp1j bA F bA 1iqp1j bA coevAi,iq. (3.21)
Recall that for any F P EndpWiq, one can define scalars TrLpF q,TrRpF q such that
evi,ipF b 1iqcoevi,i “ TrLpF q10 and evi,ip1i b F qcoevi,i “ TrRpF q10. If A is simple in
the sense that EndApWaq “ C1a, and F P EndApWiq, one can similarly define scalars
TrALpF q,TrARpF q such that evAi,ipF bA 1iqcoevAi,i “ TrALpF q1a and evAi,ip1i bA F qcoevAi,i “
TrRpF q1a. In the case that evA and ev are correlated, these two traces satisfy very
simple relations:
Proposition 3.20. If A is a simple Q-system, Wi,Wi are mutually dual unitary A-bimodules,
and the ev and evA for Wi are correlated, then for any F P EndApWiq, we have
TrLpF q “ DATrALpF q, TrRpF q “ DATrARpF q. (3.22)
As a consequence, evA are standard if the correlated ev are so.
Proof. We only prove the relation for left traces.
TrLpF q10 “ evi,ipF b 1iqcoevi,i (3.17)ùùùù ι˚evAi,i ¨ µi,ipF b 1iqpµi,iq˚coevAi,iι
“ι˚evA
i,i
pF bA 1iq ¨ µi,ipµi,iq˚coevAi,iι “ dAι˚evAi,ipF bA 1iq ¨ coevAi,iι
“dATrALpF qι˚ι “ DATrALpF q10.
Note that a simple C˚-Frobenius algebra is always a simple Q-system, since µµ˚
is in EndApWaq, which must be a scalar and hence proves the specialness. Examples
of simple Q-systems include haploid C˚-Frobenius algebras, since in general we have
dim HompW0,Waq “ dim EndA,´pWaq ě dim EndApWaq (cf. [NY17] remark 2.7-(1)). Re-
call that haploid C˚-Frobenius algebras are also standard (DA “ da) by proposition
2.20. As a consequence, the C-algebra AU associated to a unitary VOA extension U is
haploid and hence a simple standard Q-system.
Construction of dual bimodules and correlated evA
In the remaining part of this section we assume that A is standard. Then for a dual-
izable unitary A-bimodule pWi, µiL, µiRq one can explicitly construct the dual bimodule
and evA following [KO02] figures 9-11 or [NY18] section 4.1.
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Since A is now standard, eva,a :“ ι˚µ is a standard evaluation of Wa. Choose an
object Wi in C dual to Wi, and choose standard ev for Wi,Wi. Recall convention 2.4.
Motivated by corollary 1.12, we define
µiL “ ppµiRq˚q_, µiR “ ppµiLq˚q_. (3.23)
Then using graphical calculus it is not hard to verify that pWi, µiL, µiRq is a unitary A-
bimodule. (Note that the standardness is used to verify the unitarity.) Moreover, using
the above definition, and noting that p¨q_ “ _p¨q, one checks that
ei,i :“
i i
“
i i
P HomApWi bWi,Waq, (3.24)
ei,i :“
i i
“
i i
P HomApWi bWi,Waq, (3.25)
and that ei,iΨi,i “ 0 “ ei,iΨi,i. Therefore there exist evAi,i P HomApWi,i,Waq, evAi,i P
HomApWi,i,Waq satisfying
ei,i “ evAi,iµi,i, ei,i “ evAi,iµi,i. (3.26)
By unit property, evA
i,i
and evi,i, evAi,i and evi,i are correlated. Therefore, by lemma 3.17,
evA
i,i
and evA
i,i
are evaluations of Wi,Wi in BIM
upAq. If, moreover, A is simple, then evA
are standard, and TrLpF q “ TrRpF q “ daTrALpF q “ daTrARpF q for any F P EndApWiq by
proposition 3.20. By the uniqueness up to unitaries of standard evaluations, the values
of traces are independent of the choice of standard evaluations. Therefore we have (cf.
[KO02] theorem 1.18):
Theorem 3.21. If A is a simple and standard Q-system, Wi is a dualizable unitary A-
bimodule, and Tr :“ TrL “ TrR and TrA :“ TrAL “ TrAR are defined using (not necessarily
correlated) standard ev and standard evA respectively. Then TrpF q “ daTrApF q, where da is
the (C-)quantum dimension of Wa. In particular, the C-quantum dimension of Wi equals da
multiplied by the BIMupAq-quantum dimension of Wi.
3.4 Braiding and ribbon structures
In this section, C is a braided C˚-tensor category with (unitary) braiding ß and
simple W0, and A is a commutative Q-system in C. Let RepupAq be the C˚-category
of single-valued unitary left A-modules. As discussed in section 2.5, single-valued
unitary leftA-modules admits a canonical unitary bimodule structure, RepupAq is a full
C˚-subcategory of BIMupAq, and HomA,´,Hom´,A,HomA are the same for RepupAq. If
Wi,Wj are in RepupAq, pWk, µkL, µkRq is in BIMupAq, and α P HomApWibWj,Wkq satisfies
αΨi,j “ 0, then one can show easily using graphical calculus that µkLßk,apα b 1aq “
µkRpαb1aq. Now we choose a unitary tensor product pWij, µi,jq ofWi,Wj overA, where
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Wij is a unitary A-bimodule with left and right actions µ
ij
L , µ
ij
R. Set Wk “ Wij, α “ µi,j .
Then we have µijLßij,a “ µijR since pαb1aqpαb1aq˚ “ pµi,j b1aqpµi,j b1aq˚ “ dA1ij b1a.
Similar argument shows µijLß
´1
a,ij “ µijR. Therefore Wij is single-valued with left and
right actions related by ß. We conclude that RepupAq is closed under unitary tensor
products. In other words, RepupAq is a full C˚-tensor subcategory of BIMupAq.
Proposition 3.22 (cf. [KO02] theorem 1.15). If A is standard, and Wi is an object in
RepupAq, then Wi is RepupAq-dualizable if and only if Wi is BIMupAq-dualizable (equiva-
lently, C-dualizable).
Proof. We have seen in theorem 3.18 that BIMupAq-dualizability and C-dualizability are
the same. RepupAq-dualizability clearly implies BIMupAq-dualizability. Now assume
that Wi is C-dualizable. In section 3.3 we have constructed a unitary A-bimodule Wi
dual to Wi. It is easy to check that the left and right actions of Wi defined by (3.23)
are related by the braiding ß of C. In particular, Wi is an object in RepupAq. Thus Wi is
RepupAq-dualizable.
Braiding
We now define braiding for RepupAq. Let Wi,Wj be objects in RepupAq, and let
pWij, µi,jq and pWji, µj,iq be respectively the unitary tensor products over A of Wi,Wj
and Wj,Wi used to define the tensor structure of BIMupAq. Since the braiding of C is
unitary, using proposition 3.3 one easily shows that pWij, µj,ißi,jq is also a unitary ten-
sor product of Wj,Wi over A. Hence there exists a unique unitary ßAi,j P EndApWij,Wjiq
such that
µj,ißi,j “ ßAi,jµi,j. (3.27)
Theorem 3.23. pRepupAq,bA, ßAq is a braided C˚-tensor category.
Proof. The hexagon axioms
pßAi,k bA 1jqp1i bA ßAj,kq “ ßAij,k,
ppßAk,iq´1 bA 1jqp1i bA pßAk,jq´1q “ pßAk,ijq´1
(for all Wi,Wj,Wk in RepupAq) can be proved in a similar way as pentagon axiom
(proposition 3.11): one shows that both sides are equal when multiplied from the right
by µi,jkp1i b µj,kq “ µij,kpµi,j b 1kq.
Now assume that we have two systems of unitary tensor prod-
ucts pWiˆj, µi,jq, pWi‚j, ηi,jq which define two braided C˚-tensor categories
pRepupAq,bA, ßAq and pRepupAq,A, σAq. By theorem 3.16, the functorial unitary
Φ defined by (3.12) induces an equivalence of the C˚-tensor categories. Indeed, it also
preserves the braidings:
Theorem 3.24. The functorial unitary Φ defined by (3.12) induces an equivalence of the
braided C˚-tensor categories pRepupAq,bA, ßAq » pRepupAq,A, σAq, which means that Φ
satisfies the two conditions of theorem 3.16, together with the condition that for any objects
Wi,Wj in RepupAq,
Φj,iß
A
i,j “ σAi,jΦi,j. (3.28)
Proof. One verifies that Φj,ißAi,jµi,j “ σAi,jηi,j “ σAi,jΦi,jµi,j .
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Ribbon structures
Let us now assume that C is rigid, which means that any object of C is dualizable.
By [Mu¨g00] proposition 2.4, there is a canonical twist operator ϑ “ ϑi P EndpWiq for
any object Wi in C: Choose Wi dual to Wi, standard evi,i, evi,i and corresponding coev
for Wi,Wi. Then by standardness of ev one can show
ϑi :“ pevi,i b 1iqp1i b ßi,iqpcoevi,i b 1iq
“p1i b evi,iqpßi,i b 1iqp1i b coevi,iq. (3.29)
(Note that by uniqueness up to unitaries of standard ev, ϑi is independent of the choice
of standard evaluations.) By this relation, ϑ is unitary. Moreover, ϑ defines a ribbon
structure on C (i.e., ϑ commutes with all morphisms, ϑibj “ pϑi b ϑjqßj,ißi,j , and ϑ_i “
ϑi). Then pC,b, ß, ϑq is a rigid C˚-ribbon category. Using the definition of ϑi, one easily
shows
evi,i “ evi,ißi,ipϑi b 1iq, (3.30)
which completely determines the morphism ϑi. In the case of RepupV q, we have shown
in [Gui19b] section 7.3 (especially equation (7.30), which relies on [Gui19a] formula
(1.41)) that e2ipiL0 satisfies the above equation. Thus the twist ϑ “ e2ipiL0 defined in
the end of section 1.1 is the canonical twist of the braided C˚-fusion category (unitary
braided fusion category) RepupV q.
Suppose now that A is haploid. By the commutativity of A, haploidness is equiv-
alent to simpleness since EndA,´pWaq “ EndApWaq. A is also standard by proposition
2.20. Therefore, by theorem 3.22, RepupAq is rigid. Thus RepupAq also admits a canoni-
cal twist ϑA under which RepupAq becomes a C˚-ribbon category. The twist satisfies
ϑi :“ pevAi,i bA 1iqp1i bA ßAi,iqpcoevAi,i bA 1iq
“p1i bA evAi,iqpßAi,i bA 1iqp1i bA coevAi,iq, (3.31)
where Wi is an object of Rep
upAq dual to Wi, and evAi,i, evAi,i are standard evaluations for
Wi,Wi. We now show that the ribbon structures of C and RepupAq are compatible.
Theorem 3.25. Suppose that C is a rigid braided C˚-tensor category, A is a haploid com-
mutative Q-system in C, and ϑ and ϑA are the canonical unitary twists of C and RepupAq
respectively. Then ϑi “ ϑAi for any object Wi in RepupAq.
As an immediate consequence, Wa has trivial (C-)twist since ϑAa “ 1a.
Proof. Choose any Wi in RepupAq. Using the definition of twist one checks easily that
ϑi P EndApWiq. Let Wi be a dual object in C, equip Wi with a unitary A-bimodule struc-
ture by (3.23), and use equations (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26) to define standard RepupAq-
evaluations evA correlated to standard C-evaluations ev for Wi,Wi. We now prove
ϑi “ ϑAi by showing
evA
i,i
“ evA
i,i
ßA
i,i
pϑi bA 1iq. (3.32)
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We compute
evA
i,i
¨ µi,i (3.26)ùùùù ei,i (3.24)ùùùù
i i
(3.30)ùùùù
i i
i
“
i i
i
(3.25), (3.26)ùùùùùùùù evA
i,i
¨ µi,ißi,ipϑi b 1iq (3.27)ùùùù evAi,ißAi,i ¨ µi,ipϑi b 1iq
(3.5)ùùùù evA
i,i
ßA
i,i
pϑi bA 1iq ¨ µi,i.
A modular tensor category is called unitary if it is a (rigid) braided C˚-tensor cat-
egory, and if its twist is the canonical unitary twist associated to the rigid braided
C˚-tensor structure.
Corollary 3.26. Let pC,b, ß, ϑq be a unitary modular tensor category. If A is a haploid com-
mutative Q-system in C, then pRepupAq,bA, ßA, ϑq is also a unitary modular tensor category.
Proof. We have shown that A has trivial C-twist. Thus by [KO02] theorem 4.5, RepupAq
is a modular tensor category.10 By the above theorem, when restricted to RepupAq, ϑ is
the canonical unitary twist ϑA of RepupAq. Thus RepupAq is a unitary modular tensor
category.
3.5 Complete unitarity of unitary VOA extensions
Recall that V is a CFT-type, regular, and completely unitary VOA. Let U be a CFT-
type unitary extension of V , and let AU “ pWa, µ, ιq be the corresponding standard
commutative Q-system. (Note that the trivial twist condition for A is now redun-
dant by theorem 3.25.) Recall by theorem 2.30 that any unitary U -module is natu-
rally a single-valued unitary left AU -module, and any single-valued unitary left AU -
module can be regarded as a unitary U -module. Thus RepupUq is naturally equivalent
to RepupAUq as C˚-categories. Note that U is also regular (equivalently, rational and
C2-cofinite [ABD04]) by the proof of [McR18] theorem 4.13.11 Thus, just as V , the ten-
sor category of U -modules is (rigid and) modular. In the following, we shall show
that U is completely unitary, which implies that RepupUq is a unitary modular tensor
category. Moreover, we shall show that the unitary modular tensor categories RepupUq
and RepupAUq are naturally equivalent.
Let Wi,Wj,Wk be unitary U -modules, which can be regarded respectively as uni-
tary AU -bimodules with left actions µiL, µ
j
L, µ
k
L and right actions µ
i
R, µ
j
R, µ
k
R related by
ß. Recall (1.1). Then YµiL ,YµjL ,YµkL are the vertex operators of U on Wi,Wj,Wk respec-
tively. We let VU
`
k
i j
˘
be the vector space of type
`
k
i j
˘
intertwining operators of U .
Again, V` k
i j
˘
denotes the vector space of type
`
k
i j
˘
intertwining operators of V . Since
any intertwining operator of U is also an intertwining operator of V , VU
`
k
i j
˘
is a sub-
space of V` k
i j
˘
. We give a categorical interpretation of VU
`
k
i j
˘
. Note that Wi bWj is
10Our RepupAq is written as Rep0pAq in [KO02].
11Although [McR18] theorem 4.13 only discusses orbifold type extensions, the argument there is quite
general and clearly applies to the general case. Note that the nonzeroness of quantum dimensions
required in that theorem is obvious in the unitary case.
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naturally a unitary AU -bimodule, with left and actions defined by the left action of Wi
and the right action of Wj .
Lemma 3.27. Any α P HomAU pWi bWj,Wkq satisfies αΨi,j “ 0.
Proof. This is easy to prove using graphical calculus and the fact that the left actions
of Wi,Wj,Wk are related by ß to the right ones.
Proposition 3.28 ([CKM17] section 3.4). The map Y : HompWibWj,Wkq »ÝÑ V
`
k
i j
˘
, α ÞÑ
Yα (see section 1.1) restricts to an isomorphism Y : HomAU pWi bWj,Wkq »ÝÑ VU
`
k
i j
˘
.
Proof. We sketch the proof here; details can be found in the reference provided. Choose
any α P HompWi b Wj,Wkq. Then Yα being an intertwining operator of U means
precisely that Yα satisfies the Jacobi identity with the vertex operator of U . By contour
integrals, the Jacobi identity is well known to be equivalent to the fusion relations
YµkLpu, zqYαpwpiq, ζq “ YαpYµiLpu, z ´ ζqwpiq, ζq, (3.33)
Yαpwpiq, ζqYµkLpu, zq “ YαpYµiLpu, z ´ ζqwpiq, ζq (3.34)
for any u P U “ Wa, wpiq P Wi, where 0 ă |z´ζ| ă |ζ| ă |z| and argpz´ζq “ arg ζ “ arg z
in the first equation, and 0 ă |ζ ´ z| ă |z| ă |ζ| and arg z “ arg ζ “ pi` argpz´ ζq in the
second one. (See for instance [Gui19a] proposition 2.13.) By [Gui19a] proposition 2.9,
(3.34) is equivalent to the fusion relation
Yαpwpiq, ζqYµkLpu, zq “ YαpYµiRpwpiq, ζ ´ zqu, zq. (3.35)
The categorical interpretations of (3.33) and (3.35) are respectively α P HomAU ,´pWi b
Wj,Wkq and αΨi,j “ 0, which are clearly equivalent to that α P HomAU pWi bWj,Wkq.
Recall the definition of VOA modules in section 1.1. Recall by theorem 2.31 that any
irreducible U -module admits a unitary structure. We choose a representative Wt for
each equivalence class rWts of irreducible unitaryU -modules (equivalently, irreducible
unitary single-valued leftAU -modules), and let all theseWt form a set EU . ThatWt P EU
is abbreviated to t P EU . We also assume that the vacuum U -module Wa is in EU . Then
the tensor product of U -modules Wi,Wj is
Wij ” Wi bU Wj “
à
tPEU
VU
ˆ
t
i j
˙˚
bWt. (3.36)
We choose an inner product ΛU for any VU
`
t
i j
˘˚, and assume that the above direct sum
is orthogonal. The vertex operator for Wij is
À
t 1 b YµtL , where µtL P HomAU pWa b
Wt,Wtq is the left action of the AU -bimodule Wt.
Define a U -intertwining operator Yµi,j of type
`
ij
i j
˘ “ ` Wij
WiWj
˘
, such that for any
wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj, t P EU ,Yα P VU
`
t
i j
˘
, and wptq P Wt (the contragredient unitary
U -module of Wt),
xYµi,jpwpiq, zqwpjq,Yα b wptqy “ xYαpwpiq, zqwpjq, wptqy. (3.37)
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To write the above definition more explicitly, we choose a basis Υti,j of the vector space
HomAU pWi b Wj,Wtq. Then tYα : α P Υki,ju is a basis of VU
`
t
i j
˘
whose dual basis is
denoted by t qYα : α P Υki,ju. Then
Yµi,jpwpiq, zqwpjq “
ÿ
tPEU
ÿ
αPΥti,j
qYα b Yαpwpiq, zqwpjq. (3.38)
Note that µi,j P HomAU pWi bWj,Wijq. Then the above relation can also be written as
µi,j “
ÿ
tPEU
ÿ
αPΥti,j
qYα b α. (3.39)
By lemma 3.27 we have µi,jΨi,j “ 0 . We claim that Yµi,j satisfies the universal
property that for any unitary U -module Wk and any Yα in VU
`
k
i j
˘
(equivalently, α P
HomAU pWi bWj,Wkq) there exists a unique U -module homomorphism rα : Wij Ñ Wk
(equivalently, rα P HomAU pWij,Wkq) such that Yα “ rαYµi,j (equivalently, α “ rαµi,j by
(1.2)). Indeed, since the vector space HomUpWij,Wkq of U -module morphisms from
Wij to Wk is naurally identified with HomAU pWij,Wkq, just as (1.1), we have a natural
isomorphism of vector spaces
rY : HomUpWij,Wkq “ HomAU pWij,Wkq Ñ VUˆ ki j
˙
, rα ÞÑ rYrα. (3.40)
It is easy check for any rα P HomAU pWij,Wkq thatrYrα “ rαYµi,j , (3.41)
which by (1.2) also equals Yrαµi,j . Now, by proposition 3.28, for any α P HomAU pWi b
Wj,Wkq, we can find an rα satisfying
Yα “ rYrα. (3.42)
Thus we have Yα “ rYrα “ rαYµi,j “ Yrαµi,j , which shows α “ rαµi,j . Recalling definition
3.1, we conclude that pWij, µi,jq is a tensor product of the AU -bimodules Wi,Wj over
AU . Indeed, under suitable choice of ΛU the tensor products become unitary:
Theorem 3.29. There exists for each t P EU a unique inner product ΛU on the vector space
VU
`
t
i j
˘˚ such that pWij, µi,jq becomes a unitary tensor product of the AU -bimodules Wi,Wj
over AU . Moreover, ΛU is the invariant sesquilinear form of U (cf. section 1.3).
Proof. Let pWi‚j, ηi,jq be a unitary tensor product of Wi,Wj over AU . By the first half
of the proof of theorem 3.4, tensor products of unitary bimodules of a Q-system are
unique up to multiplications by invertible morphisms. Thus there exists an invertible
K P HomAU pWij,Wi‚jq such that ηi,j “ Kµi,j . Therefore, the decomposition of Wi‚j
into irreducible single-valued left AU -modules is the same as that of Wij , which takes
the form (3.36). Now, using linear algebra, one can easily find an inner product ΛU
on any VU
`
t
i j
˘˚, such that K becomes unitary. Then the tensor product pWi‚j, ηi,jq
defined by such ΛU is clearly unitary. This proves the existence of ΛU . The uniqueness
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of ΛU follows from the uniqueness up to unitaries of the unitary tensor products of
AU -bimodules (theorem 3.4).
Now assume that pWij, µi,jq is a unitary tensor product. We show that ΛU is the
invariant sesquilinear form. Assume that for each t P EU , Υti,j is chosen in such a way
that t qYα : α P Υki,ju is an orthonormal basis of VU` ti j˘˚ under ΛU . Then by χi,j “ µi˚,jµi,j
and equation (3.39), we have
i j
i j
“
ÿ
tPEU
ÿ
αPΥtij
i j
ji
t
α
α˚ , (3.43)
and hence
i i j
j
“
ÿ
tPEU
ÿ
αPΥtij
i i j
t
j
α
α˚
, (3.44)
which by theorem 1.11 implies for any wpiq1 , w
piq
2 P Wi the fusion relation
YµjL
`YpµiRq:pwpiq2 , z ´ ζqwpiq1 , ζ˘ “ ÿ
tPEU
ÿ
αPΥtij
Yα:pwpiq2 , zqYαpwpiq1 , ζq. (3.45)
Recall that YµjL is the vertex operator of U on Wj . Since µ
i
R “ µiLßa,i, we have
YµiR “ B`YµiL by (1.8), which shows that YµiR P VU
`
i
i a
˘
is the creation operator of
the U -module Wi. (See section (1.1) for the definition of creation and annihilation op-
erators). Thus by (1.27), YpµiRq: P VU
`
a
i i
˘
is the annihilation operator of the U -module
Wj . Therefore, by definition 1.7, we see that (3.45) is the fusion relation that defines
invariant sesquilinear forms for U . This shows that t qYα : α P Υki,ju is also an orthonor-
mal basis of VU
`
t
i j
˘˚ under the invariant sesquilinear form, which proves that the later
is positive definite and equals ΛU .
Theorem 3.30. Let V be a CFT-type, regular, and completely unitary VOA, and let U be a
CFT-type unitary VOA extension of V . Then:
• U is also (regular and) completely unitary.
• Under the natural identification of RepupUq and RepupAUq as C˚-categories,
the monoidal, braiding, and ribbon structures of RepupUq agree with those of
pRepupAUq,bAU , ßAU , ϑAU q defined by the system of unitary tensor products pWij, µi,jq
(for any Wi,Wj in RepupAUq) as constructed in (3.36), (3.37) under the invariant inner
product ΛU .
The second part of this theorem says roughly that the unitary modular tensor cat-
egories RepupUq and RepupAUq are naturally equivalent.
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Proof. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the regularity of U is proved in
[McR18]. By theorems 2.31 and 3.29, U is completely unitary. Hence RepupUq is a uni-
tary modular tensor category. That RepupUq and RepupAUq share the same tensor and
braiding structures is proved in [CKM17]. In order for this paper to be self-contained,
we sketch the proof as follows.
For any objects Wi,Wj,Wk, let Ai,j,k : Wpijqk “ pWi bU Wjq bU Wk Ñ Wipjkq “
WibU pWj bUWkq be the associativity isomorphism of RepupUq. It is shown in [Gui18]
proposition 4.3 that under the identification of Wpijqk and Wipjkq via Ai,j,k, one has the
fusion relation
Yµi,jkpwpiq, zqYµj,kpwpjq, ζq “ Yµij,kpYµi,jpwpiq, z ´ ζqwpjq, ζq (3.46)
for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj . This means that relation (3.10) holds under the identifi-
cation via Ai,j,k. But we know that due to equation (3.6), the same relations also hold
under the identification via Ai,j,k, the associativity isomorphism of RepupAUq. Thus
Ai,j,k “ Ai,j,k.
Next, we know that in RepupUq, the identification Wai » Wi is via the vertex op-
erator YµiL of U on Wi, and the identification Wia » Wi is via the creation operator
of the U -module Wi, which is YµiR , as argued at the end of the proof of theorem 3.29.
Define li P HomAU pWai,Wiq and ri P HomAU pWia,Wiq using equations (3.8). Then, from
section 3.2, we know that li and ri define respectively the equivalences Wai » Wi and
Wia » Wi in RepupAUq (as a full C˚-tensor subcategory of BIMupAUq). On the other
hand, by (3.42) we have YµiL “ rYli . Therefore li : Wai “ Wa bU Wi Ñ Wi is the
U -module homomorphism corresponding to the vertex operator of the U -module Wi.
Thus, by the definition of the monoidal stuctures of VOA tensor categories (see section
1.1), li also defines the equivalence Wai » Wi in RepupUq. Similarly, ri is the U -module
morphism corresponding to the creation operator of Wi. Hence it defines the equiva-
lence Wia » Wi in RepupUq. We have now proven that the (C˚-)monoidal structure of
RepupUq agrees with that of RepupAUq.
Let ßUi,j P HomUpWij,Wjiq be the braiding of Wi bU Wj in RepU . We want to show
that ßU equals the braiding ßAU of RepupAUq. By (3.27) it suffices to check that for any
object Wk in RepupAUq and any rα P HomAU pWij,Wkq,rαµj,ißi,j “ rαßUi,jµi,j, (3.47)
where ß is the braiding of RepupV q. Set α “ rαµj,i P HomAU pWi b Wj,Wkq. Then by
(1.8), Yαßi,j “ B`Yα, and similarly rYrαßUi,j “ B` rYrα. Note that the braiding B` defined
for V -intertwining operators and for U -intertwining operators are the same since U
and V have the same Virasoro operators. We now compute
YrαßUi,jµi,j (1.2)ùùùù rαßUi,jYµi,j (3.41)ùùùù rYrαßUi,j “ B` rYrα (3.42)ùùùù B`Yα “ Yαßi,j “ Yrαµj,ißi,j .
Finally, for both categories the twists are defined by the rigid braided C˚-tensor
structures. Therefore the ribbon structures agree.
3.6 Applications
To use theorem 3.30 in its full power, we first prove the complete unitarity for
another type of extensions (which do not preserve conformal vectors).
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Proposition 3.31. Let V and rV be CFT-type and regular VOAs. Then V b rV is (regular
and) completely unitary if and only if both V and rV are completely unitary. If this is true then
RepupV b rV q is the tensor product of RepupV q and RepuprV q.
Proof. Clearly V b rV is CFT-type. Note that V b rV is also regular by [DLM97] proposi-
tion 3.3. Assume first of all that V and rV are completely unitary. By [DL14] proposition
2.9, V b rV is unitary. By [FHL93] theorem 4.7.4, any irreducible V b rV -module is the
tensor product of an irreducible V -module and an irreducible rV -module, which by
the strong unitarity of V and rV are unitarizable. Therefore the V b rV -module is also
unitarizable, and hence V b rV is strongly unitary.
We now show that V b rV is completely unitary. Choose unitary V -modules Wi,Wj
and unitary rV -modules Wri,Wrj . Choose Wt in E . Let also rE be a complete set of rep-
resentatives of irreducible rV -modules, and choose any Wrt in E . Choose bases Ξti,j of
V` t
i j
˘
and rΞrtri,rj of rV` rtri rj˘ (the vector space of type ` rtri rj˘ intertwining operators of rV ) so
that their dual bases t qYα : α P Ξti,ju and t qY rα : rα P rΞrtri,rju are orthonormal under the
invariant inner products in V` t
i j
˘˚ and rV` rtri rj˘˚ respectively. Then equation (1.29) holds
for V with Λp qYα| qYβq “ δα,β , and a similar relation holds for rV . Let Yjbrj be the vertex
operator of the V b rV -module Wj bWrj , and let Yevibri,ibri be the annihilation operator
of Wi bWri. Then Yjbrj “ Yj b Yrj and Yevibri,ibri “ Yevi,i b Yevri,ri . Set Yαbrα “ Yα b Yrα,
which is a type
`
tbrt
ibri jbrj˘ intertwining operator of V b rV if α P Ξti,j, rα P rΞrtri,rj . Then for
any wpiq1 , w
piq
2 P Wi, wpriq3 , wpriq4 P Wri we have the fusion relation
Yjbrj
´
Yev
ibri,ibri
`
w
piq
2 b wpriq4 , z ´ ζ˘`wpiq1 b wpriq3 ˘, ζ¯
“
ÿ
tPE,rtPrE
ÿ
αPΞti,j ,rαPrΞrtri,rj
Ypαbrαq:pwpiq2 b wpriq4 , zq ¨ Yαbrαpwpiq1 b wpriq3 , ζq. (3.48)
From this relations, we see that the invariant sesquilinear form Λ on V` tbrt
ibri jbrj˘˚ is posi-
tive. Moreover, by the non-degeneracy of this Λ, Ξti,jˆrΞrtri,rj is a basis of V` tbrtibri jbrj˘ whose
dual basis is therefore orthonormal in V` tbrt
ibri jbrj˘˚. Thus V` tbrtibri jbrj˘ “ V` ti j˘ b rV` rtri rj˘,
and the Λ on V` tbrt
ibri jbrj˘˚ equals Λ b Λ on V` ti j˘˚ b rV` rtri rj˘˚. That RepupV b rV q “
RepupV q b RepuprV q now follows easily.
We now prove the “only if” part. Assume that V brV is completely unitary. We want
to prove that V (or similarly rV ) is completely unitary. Let rΩ be the vacuum vector ofrV . Then V can be regarded as a (non-conformal) vertex subalgebra of V b rV . The
inner product on V b rV restricts to one on V which makes V unitary. Now let Wi be
an irreducible V -module. Write rV “ Wr0 as the unitary vacuum rV -module. Then the
V b rV -module WibWr0 admits a unitary structure. The restriction of the inner product
ofWibWr0 toWib rΩ produces a unitary structure onWi (cf. [Ten18b] proposition 2.20).
Now choose unitary V -modules Wi,Wj , and choose Wt in E again. Notice the nat-
ural isomorphism V` t
i j
˘ »ÝÑ V` tbr0
ibr0 jbr0˘ sending Yα P V` ti j˘ to Yα b Yr0. Here Yr0 is the
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vertex operator of rV (on the vacuum module Wr0). Such map is clearly injective. It
is also surjective, since any intertwining operator in V` tbr0
ibr0 jbr0˘ can be restricted to the
subspaces Wi b rΩ,Wj b rΩ,Wt b rΩ to produce the desired preimage. Note that the Λ
on V` tbr0
ibr0 jbr0˘˚ is positive definite by the complete unitarity of V b rV . Choose a basis in
V` tbr0
ibr0 jbr0˘ whose dual basis is orthonormal under Λ. Using a suitable fusion relation, it
is straightforward to check that the corresponding basis in V` t
i j
˘
also has orthonormal
dual basis in V` t
i j
˘˚ under Λ. In particular, Λ is positive on V` t
i j
˘˚. This proves the
complete unitarity of V .
The above proposition implies a strategy of proving the completely unitarity of a
non-conformal unitary extension U of V . Let V c be the commutant of V in V c (the
coset subalgebra) which is unitary by [CKLW18]. Then U is a unitary (conformal)
extension of V bV c by [Ten19a] proposition 2.21. Now it suffices to show the regularity
and complete unitarity of V and V c, the proof of which might require a similar trick
applied to V and V c.
Corollary 3.32. Let V be a (finite) tensor product of c ă 1 unitary Virasoro VOAs and
affine unitary VOAs. Let U be a CFT-type unitary extension of V . Then U is regular and
completely unitary. Consequently, the category of unitary U -modules is a unitary modular
tensor category.
Proof. The affine unitary VOAs of these types are regular by [DLM97] and completely
unitary by [Gui19b] theorem 8.4 , [Gui19c] theorem 6.1, and [Ten19b] theorem 5.5. The
c ă 1 unitary Virasoro VOAs are regular also by [DLM97] and completely unitary
by [Gui19b] theorem 8.1. Therefore, by theorem 3.30 and proposition 3.31, CFT-type
unitary extensions of their tensor products are also regular and completely unitary.
The above corollary is by no means in the most general form. For example, we
know that W-algebras in discrete series of type A and E are completely unitary by
[Ten19b] theorem 5.5, and even lattice VOAs are completely unitary by direct calcula-
tion or by [Gui18] section 5.3. So one can definitely add these examples to the list in
that corollary.
Corollary 3.33. Let U be a CFT-type unitary VOA with central charge c ă 1. Then U is
completely unitary. Consequently, the category of unitary U -modules is a unitary modular
tensor category.
Proof. By [DL14] theorem 5.1, U is a unitary extension of the unitary Virasoro VOA
Lpc, 0q.
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BIMupAq, 30
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A
R, 39
U , 14
pWa, Yaq, 15
AU , 15
ι “ , 15
ι˚ “ , 20
Yµ, µ “ , 14
µ˚ “ , 20
VU
`
k
i j
˘
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V` k
i j
˘
, 6
pWi, µLq, pWi, µRq, 25
Wi, 5
W0 “ V , 6
Wi, 5
pWij, µi,jq, 30
µi,j “ , µi˚,j “ , 30
Yα, 6
B˘Yα “ YB˘α, 7
C˘Yα “ YC˘α, 7
AYα “ YAα “ Yα, 11
Y:α “ Yα: , 11
Yi, 7
χi,j , 30
χi,j,k, 32
Ψi,j , 30
Θ, 9
Υti,j , 45
Ξti,j , 12
, 9
ß “ ßi,j , 7, 40
ε “ , ε˚ “ , 20
ϑ “ ϑi, 8, 42
ϑA “ ϑAi , 42
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